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## List of Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDN</td>
<td>Content Delivery Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>Core Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DN</td>
<td>Data Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSS</td>
<td>Fixed Satellite Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEO</td>
<td>Geostationary Earth Orbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GW</td>
<td>Gateway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAPS</td>
<td>High Altitude Platform Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEO</td>
<td>Low Earth Orbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBMS</td>
<td>Multimedia Broadcast/Multicast Service (3GPP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEC</td>
<td>Mobile Edge Computing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEO</td>
<td>Medium Earth orbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>5G New Radio interface (3GPP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTN</td>
<td>Non-terrestrial Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTN LT gNB</td>
<td>NTN enabled line termination gNB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBP</td>
<td>On-Board Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAN</td>
<td>Radio Access Network (3GPP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT</td>
<td>Satellite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSAT</td>
<td>Very Small Aperture Terminal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Foreword

The core of the study reflected in this deliverable has been prepared in a joint action between the SaT5G project and the ETSI SES/SCN Working Group (Satellite Earth Station and Systems / Satellite Communication and Navigation) activity.

The ETSI document is available at the time of writing for ETSI SES/SCN member under reference [1]. The final target is to make this work publicly available for the end of 2018 both for ETSI as well as for 3GPP activities in SA2 (System Architecture group #2).
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Executive Summary

This deliverable identifies the interfaces pertaining to 5G systems architecture integrating satellite and/or HAPS (High Altitude Platforms) systems (communication and/or navigation) for relevant use cases. The intent is to identify the necessary standardisation activity in relation to relevant satellite communication technologies and in particular, to identify the impacts on the interfaces between the RAN and the 5G CN when integrating a space or an aerial segment between them. The studied satellite payload and aerial vehicles is considered to be bent-pipe (i.e. transparent payload).

The ETSI document [1] is organized as following:

- **Section 4** is dedicated to “5G Connectivity using Satellites or Aerials”, and describes use cases and roles of satellite and aerial vehicles in 5G system;
- **Section 5** is dedicated to the Non-Terrestrial Networks (NTN) types and the principles of 5G system;
- Several sub-sections within **Section 6** are dedicated to the integration scenarios of Non-Terrestrial Network in 5G:
  - Section 6.2, for Direct UE access type;
  - 4 sections are provided to describe the Indirect UE access types;
- **Section 7** compares the integration scenarios, in terms of main characteristics;
- **Section 8** summarizes the potential areas of impacts on 3GPP standards, mainly on the 3GPP system architecture and the 3GPP references points;
- **Section 9** provides a conclusion and recommendations on the way forward;
- Several appendices provide further details on topics that are discussed in the body of [1].

Within the main body of this deliverable, there are tables showing how the SaT5G work can be related to ETSI document.

All the contents of Section 5 of [1] and beyond has been developed by TAS as part of the SaT5G WP3.5 deliverable, including the appendices of the study. The contents of Section 4 have been developed by TAS and SES. The subset of integration scenarios and architectures that have been selected for the WP3.5 study conform to architectures as defined in SaT5G D3.1 [20].

In **Section 6** of [1], different integration scenarios of NTN in the 5G system architecture are considered depending on whether the NTN access network is 3GPP defined or not and whether it is trusted or not:

- **Scenario A1 – Direct 3GPP access**: The NTN enabled UE accesses the 5G Core Network via a 3GPP defined NTN NR-Radio Access. UE management (see the definition) applies to the NTN enabled UE.
- **Scenario A2 – Indirect 3GPP access**: 5G UE are served by an access point. This access point is served by a 3GPP defined NTN NR-Radio Access. UE management applies to the NTN terminal which is still named “NTN enabled UE”. The NTN enabled UE endorses a multiplexer node role.
- **Scenario A3 – Indirect mixed 3GPP NTN access**: 5G UE are served by an access point. This access point is served by a trusted mixed 3GPP NTN access network (see “Non-3GPP access network” definition). UE management applies to the NTN terminal which is named “NTN enabled UE”. The NTN enabled UE endorses a multiplexer node role. Another wording for scenario A3 could be “Indirect 3GPP NTN access with non-3GPP L2, non-3GPP L1”.
- **Scenario A4 – Indirect access via transparent transport network**: 5G UE are served by an access point. This access point is connected to the CN via a NTN transport network. The UE management does not apply to the NTN terminal. The NTN terminal may endorse a multiplexer node role. This NTN transport network is considered as trusted by the operator of the UEs.

---

1 At the time of writing, this deliverable is only available in a draft interim form.
2 Only the 3GPP defined access type is studied for these scenarios in the document [1]. But other scenarios with Non-3GPP defined access could be considered.
• **Scenario A5 – Indirect untrusted access**: 5G UE are served by an access point. This access point is served by an untrusted\(^3\) non-3GPP or a mixed 3GPP NTN access network. UE management does not apply to the NTN terminal. The NTN terminal endorses a multiplexer node role.

The architecture options are described in the section “6.X.1 Principles” for each corresponding scenarios within Sections 6.X of [1]. They do not prevent from implementing delocalised CN functions at the NTN terminal side (NTN enabled UE or VSAT).

The main characteristics of the integration scenarios are summarized in Section 7 of [1], while potential areas of impact on 3GPP standards are described in Section 8 of [1].

---

\(^3\) The 3GPP TS 23.501 [3], only supports untrusted non-3GPP accesses, amongst possible non-3GPP accesses.
1 Introduction

1.1 Objective

The objective of this activity is to define the satcom protocol stack solutions to transport RAN data flows and possible adaptation of RAN protocols to support satellite specificities.

In order to do this, the monitoring of 3GPP Technical Specifications and new Technical Reports is firstly required, in the areas of:

- 3GPP SA2 on the definition of the overall 5G architecture as well as
- 3GPP RAN3 (RAN architecture WG) on Next Generation protocols:
  - Interfaces between the 5G RAN and the Core Network (control plane)
  - Interfaces between the 5G RAN and the Core Network (user plane)

In order to perform this study, five scenarios and architecture options have been defined as per the ETSI document:

- A1: Direct 3GPP access
- A2: Indirect 3GPP access
- A3: Indirect mixed 3GPP NTN access
- A4: Indirect access via transparent transport network:
- A5: Indirect untrusted access:

These scenarios are applicable to all four SaT5G Use Cases defined in D2.1 and agreed with WP3.1 and WP3.2.

1.2 Document structures

This deliverable

Chapter 2 of the deliverable shows how the SaT5G use cases identified in D2.1 are applied in this work and considered in [1]. Chapter 3 shows how the high level architecture in D3.1 and the more detailed architectural analyses in D3.2 [3] can be related to the architectures detailed in [1].

Annex 1

The ETSI document “DTR/SES-00405 - TR 103 611 Integration scenarios of satellite and HAPS in 5G and related architecture options” [1] is provided as attachment 1 to this deliverable. It is enclosed within the D3.4. At the time of writing this is largely complete but has not been through the ETSI final review processes. Note that this document includes work done by organisations outside the SaT5G consortium and may include additional areas outside the direct remit of but complementary to the work in this project.

Section 4 looks at non-terrestrial use cases, section 5 then defines a generic non-terrestrial network (NTN) architecture. Section 6 then synthesises this into a series of integration scenarios, defining the architectures related to these and the detailing the associated interfaces. These integration scenarios are then compared in section 7, the potential impacts on 3GPP standards provided in section 8 and recommendations on the way forward made in section 9.

1.3 Definitions

In the table that follows the necessary definitions for the analysis of this deliverable are presented.
### Table 1-1: Terminology definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terminology</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3GPP defined NTN access network</strong></td>
<td>NTN which implements a 3GPP Access Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5G Access Network</strong></td>
<td>3GPP Access Network (NR-RAN) connecting to a 5G Core Network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Access Point</strong></td>
<td>Entity providing an interface access to UEs or local RAN to the 5G CN, this access being either a 3GPP access or a non-3GPP access. This definition conforms to the following ETSI terminology &quot;device providing an interface between a Wide Area Network (WAN) and a local network&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>gNB</strong></td>
<td>Next-Generation Node B (alias 5G base station)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L1</strong></td>
<td>Layer 1 i.e. Physical layer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L2</strong></td>
<td>Layer 2 i.e. Data Link layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>L3</strong></td>
<td>Layer 3 i.e. Network layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multiplexer Node</strong></td>
<td>Network entity that multiplexes single flows into aggregate flows and forwards them to the next network entity in the transmission chain. Endorses also the role of de-multiplexer node, which de-multiplexes aggregate flows into single flows and forwards them to next network entities or terminals, in the transmission chain, according to their destination.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-3GPP physical layer</strong></td>
<td>Non-3GPP waveforms, such as specified by ETSI (DVB-S2X, DVB-RCS2). For the mixed 3GPP access, 5G upper protocol layers (such as PDU layer, GTP-U in the User Plane and NAS-MM, NAS-SM, NG-AP, RRC, SCTP in the Control Plane) and NR Data Link layers (PDCP, RLC, MAC) may be implemented onto this Non-3GPP physical layer, providing adaptations of these upper layers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-3GPP access network</strong></td>
<td>Access network which is not fully defined by 3GPP but may support an interface with the CN. The “mixed 3GPP NTN access network” enters in this category but implements some 3GPP NR radio interface protocols.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NR</strong></td>
<td>New Radio interface as defined in 3GPP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NR Data Link Layers</strong></td>
<td>Set of 5G protocol layers defined as SDAP, RLC, PDCP, MAC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NR-Radio Access</strong></td>
<td>5G Access Network based on NR interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-terrestrial network</strong></td>
<td>Network, or segments of network, using an airborne or space-borne vehicle to embark transmission equipment, a relay node or base station. (See 3GPP TR 38.811 [6])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NTN enabled network termination UE</strong></td>
<td>Network termination UE that terminates a NTN Service Link. It may be integrated in a NTN enabled Relay UE or be a standalone equipment. The NTN enabled network termination UE interfaces a dedicated gNB, namely the NTN enabled line termination gNB and a Core Network, via satellite or aerial link(s).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NTN enabled NT UE</strong></td>
<td>Shortcut of NTN enabled network termination UE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NTN enabled relay UE</strong></td>
<td>Relay UE able to be served by a NTN access. This NTN enabled relay UE implements local gNB function and NTN enabled network termination UE functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NTN enabled UE</strong></td>
<td>Short name for NTN enabled network termination UE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NTN Relay UE</strong></td>
<td>Short name for NTN enabled relay UE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NTN UE</strong></td>
<td>Short name for NTN enabled network termination UE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NTN enabled line termination gNB</strong></td>
<td>gNB, as specified by 3GPP and able to serve NTN enabled network termination UE, via an NTN infrastructure. It is either centralized (located at core network side) or distributed over the NTN infrastructure. It may be either located in the ground segment or embedded in an OBP payload.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NTN enabled LT gNB</strong></td>
<td>Shortcut for NTN enabled line termination gNB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trusted network (respect. Trusted access) (3GPP)</strong></td>
<td>A network or sub-network (respect. an access) which are considered secured by the Mobile Network Operator. It depends on the commercial agreement between the MNO and the 3rd party operator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Untrusted network (respect. Untrusted access) (3GPP)</strong></td>
<td>A network or sub-network (respect. an access) which are considered unsecured by the Mobile Network Operator. It depends on the commercial agreement between the MNO and the 3rd party operator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UE management</strong></td>
<td>3GPP procedures [4], protocols over NR, N1 and NG interfaces that apply to manage a UE. Examples Initial Access, Connection Management, PDU session management, Mobility Management, Radio resource Management.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Terminology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terminology</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UE Mobility Management</td>
<td>The UE mobility management addresses the registration of an UE at a RAN, its location (how to keep track of an UE) and the handover (how to maintain service continuity following a mobility event). The mobility management and the afferent procedures are described in [3], [4], [6] for the 5G and [14], [15] for LTE-A, updated for R15. In a 5G system, these mobility procedures are supported across several interfaces, such as NR, N1 and NG according to architectures specifications [6]. In the indirect scenarios, when embedded in a moving platform, the NTN enabled UE may be considered as a mobile UE. In the Direct scenario, the NTN enabled UE is mobile UE, as any handset.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2 Support of the SaT5G Use Cases

In regards of SaT5G Use cases & Scenarios as defined in [19], this section explains which architecture options are compatible to the different SaT5G Use Cases.

Table 2-1: Compatibility of architecture options with SaT5G use cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenarios for SaT5G Use Cases (UC)</th>
<th>Applicability of WP3.5 architecture options to SaT5G UCs</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UC1: Edge delivery &amp; offload for multimedia content and MEC VNF software</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 1a: Offline multicasting and caching of video content and VNF software through satellite links</td>
<td>Not studied in WP3.5. But no incompatibility foreseen.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 1b: Online prefetching of video segments through satellite links</td>
<td>Not studied in WP3.5. But no incompatibility foreseen.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC2: 5G Fixed backhaul</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2a: Satellite backhaul to a central node connected to five cell towers located in a rural town of 30,000 people in sub-Saharan Africa. A single satellite backhaul serves multiple cells, perhaps interlinked by radio.</td>
<td>A2, A3, A4, A5 architecture options support this scenario. Interlinked cells have not been studied in WP3.5, but no incompatibility foreseen.</td>
<td>The NTN enabled UE (A2, A3) or the NTN Terminal (A4, A5) endorse the role of the central node, connected to each gNB that controls a cell tower. Both the NTN enabled UE and the NTN terminal may provide a satellite backhaul service to the terrestrial cells.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2b: Satellite backhaul to a single cell tower located in a rural area in the EU covering two villages about 5km apart and a rural main road.</td>
<td>A2, A3, A4, A5 architecture options support this scenario.</td>
<td>The NTN enabled UE (A2, A3) or the NTN Terminal (A4, A5) are connected to the gNB that controls the single cell tower. Otherwise, an NTN relay UE (A2, A3) may be used, integrating the gNB that controls the single cell tower. The NTN relay UE is connected to the single cell tower. Both the NTN enabled UE, the NTN terminal and the NTN Relay UE may provide a satellite backhaul service to the terrestrial single cell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2c: Satellite backhaul to multiple sites each with a single small cell providing the emergency services their private 5G service.</td>
<td>A2, A3, A4, A5 architecture options support this scenario.</td>
<td>The NTN enabled UE (A2, A3) or the NTN Terminal (A4, A5) are connected to the gNB that controls the single small cell. Otherwise, an NTN relay UE (A2, A3) may be used, integrating the gNB that controls the single small cell. Both the NTN enabled UE, the NTN terminal and the NTN Relay UE provide a satellite backhaul service to the terrestrial single cell.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scenarios for SaT5G Use Cases (UC) | Applicability of WP3.5 architecture options to SaT5G UCs | Comments
--- | --- | ---
**UC3: 5G to premises**

Scenario 3a: Hybrid Multiplay (satellite / xDSL) at home/office premises in underserved areas. The backhauling service is provided over either the satellite service link or the xDSL link. A backhauling service over a single satellite service link per NTN enabled UE (respectively NTN Terminal) is assumed in WP3.5. Multilink (satellite / xDSL), MEC, Caching, Intelligent Routing, WiFi access point have not been studied in WP3.5. But no incompatibility foreseen. The Home/Office Gateway (premise) implements the functions mentioned above. The NTN NT UE (A2, A3) and the NTN Terminal (A4, A5) may:
1. Either endorse the role of the VSAT, directly connected to the Home/Office Gateway and indirectly to the Femtocell eNodeB (instead of the gNB).
2. Or integrate both VSAT functions and Home/Office Gateway functions.

Scenario 3b: Hybrid Multiplay (satellite/cellular) at home/office premises in underserved areas. The backhauling service is provided over either the satellite service link or the macro cellular link. A backhauling service over a single satellite service link per NTN enabled UE (respectively NTN Terminal) is assumed in WP3.5. Multilink (satellite / macro cellular), MEC, Caching, Intelligent Routing, WiFi access point have not been studied in WP3.5. But no incompatibility foreseen. The Home/Office Gateway (premise) implements the functions mentioned above. The NTN NT UE (A2, A3) and the NTN Terminal (A4, A5) may:
1. Either endorse the role of the VSAT, directly connected to the Home/Office Gateway and indirectly to the Femtocell eNodeB (instead of the gNB).
2. Or integrate both VSAT functions and Home/Office Gateway functions.

**UC4: 5G Moving platform backhaul**

Scenario 4a: Updating content for on-board systems and grouped media request by the moving platform company. MEC, Caching, Multicast, have not been studied in WP3.5. But no incompatibility foreseen for A2, A3 options. A2, A3 support the mobility of the gNB that is on board the moving platform. A4, A5 options do not support gNB mobility. WP3.5 A2, A3 options do not prevent from implementing:
- an IP multicast diffusion system,
- MEC and caching mechanisms, overlaying / integrating the physical NTN and NTN terminal.

In order to support the gNB mobility, the NTN enabled UE (respectiv. the NTN relay UE) that is co-located and connected to the on board gNB, is managed as a mobile terminal:

UE management applies to the NTN enabled UE (respectiv. the NTN Relay UE).

Scenario 4b: Broadband access for passengers and individual media requests. This scenario represents the 5G cell backhauling on the move. A backhauling service over a single satellite service link per NTN enabled UE (respectively NTN Terminal) is assumed in WP3.5. Multilink (satellite / terrestrial) have not been studied in WP3.5. But no incompatibility foreseen for A2, A3 options. A2, A3 support this scenario because The NTN enabled UE (A2, A3) is on board the moving platform, co-located and connected to the gNB that controls the on board 5G cell. Otherwise, an on board NTN relay UE (A2, A3) may be used, integrating the gNB that controls the on board 5G cell.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenarios for SaT5G Use Cases (UC)</th>
<th>Applicability of WP3.5 architecture options to SaT5G UCs</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>they support the mobility of the gNB that is on board the moving platform. A4, A5 options do not support gNB mobility.</td>
<td>Both the NTN enabled UE and the NTN Relay UE may provide a satellite backhaul service to the 5G cell on the move. UE management applies to the NTN enabled UE (respectively the NTN Relay UE), in order to support the gNB mobility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 4c: Business and technical data transfer for the moving platform company.</td>
<td>A2, A3 options support this scenario because they support the mobility of the gNB that is on board the moving platform. A4, A5 options do not support gNB mobility.</td>
<td>For A2, A3 options: see above.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Consistency between WP3.1 / WP3.2 architectures and WP3.5 architecture options

3.1 Overview

In order to ensure consistency with WP3.1 / WP3.2 activities, the WP3.5 architectures options have been discussed and agreed.

3.2 Consistency with WP3.1 architectures

This section reviews the consistency with WP3.1, in regards of the current state of D3.1 [20].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3-1: Review of consistency between WP3.1 and WP3.5 architectures as presented in WP3.1</th>
<th>Applicability of WP3.5 architecture options in regards of WP3.1</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Figure 2-1: General satellite network architecture</td>
<td>All options: A1 to A5.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 2-2: Classic satellite in spot beam configuration inside the section “Classic single beam FSS GEO satellites”</td>
<td>All options: A1 to A5.</td>
<td>A2, A3 architecture options support Fixed and Mobile NTN terminal cases. A1 architecture supports direct mobile and fixed UE/Handset case, while A4, A5 architecture options support fixed NTN terminal (UE management does apply to NTN terminal in this case). All WP3.5 architecture options are agnostic of satellite orbit and the number of beams provided by a given satellite.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 2-3: HTS satellite showing gateway beam connecting with four user beams inside the section “Multi-beam satellites (High Throughput Satellites)”</td>
<td>All options: A1 to A5.</td>
<td>As above.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.3 Classification depending on On-board capabilities

| 2.2.3.1 Bent pipe | Applicable mostly for A1, A2, A3 options; Also applicable for A4 and A5 options but no or few impact | WP3.5 focuses on Bent-Pipe payload. |
| 2.2.3.2 Regenerative | Not addressed in WP3.5. |

2.3 Satellite network architectures

<p>| Figure 2 10 : Point to Point architecture inside the sub-section “Point to point architecture” | All options for the Single Hop in the ground segment. | The Dual Hop is not studied in WP3.5 but could be supported in implementing the Terrestrial Relay as a NTN Relay UE in the ground segment. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3-1: Review of consistency between WP3.1 and WP3.5 architectures as presented in WP3.1</th>
<th>Applicability of WP3.5 architecture options in regards of WP3.1</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Figure 2-11: Star, Meshed and Hybrid architecture inside the sub-section “Star, Multi-Star, Meshed and hybrid architectures”</td>
<td>Star architectures are supported.</td>
<td>Hybrid / meshed architectures require regenerative satellite payload and relaying at Regenerative satellite payloads are not studied in WP3.5. This has no impact on the project as regenerative satellites are out of scope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4.1 Satellite System Roles and Function Elements</td>
<td>In the terminology “Satellite” is replaced by “NTN”, which corresponds to satellite or HAPS, according to 3GPP TR 38.811 [2].</td>
<td>No mapping to “Subscriber”. Only “NTN terminal” and “NTN enabled UE” are used in WP3.5 study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4.2 Satellite Services</td>
<td>All services are supported in all WP3.5 architectures options, except for A1, that only supports mobile communication for low bit rate services.</td>
<td>WP3.5 A2 to A5 architecture options support satellite services defined in D3.1 -Cellular Backhaul -Digital TV: IP TV is supported, as an application on the top of the protocol layers. -Broadband Only WP3.5 A1, A2, A3 architecture options of A1, A2, A3 scenarios support Mobile communication for the NTN terminal (named NTN enabled UE in these scenarios).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5 Satellites Networks Characteristics</td>
<td>All characteristics defined in D3.1 (coverage; capacity; availability; latency; multicast) are supported in all WP3.5 architecture options although none of them were assessed in WP3.5 with the exception of latency.</td>
<td>WP3.5 has studied different satcom configurations such as LEO, MEO, GEO.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6 New trends in satellite communications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6.1 Very High Throughput Satellites (VHTS) and Figure 2-19: Beam hopping principle</td>
<td>Few or no impact on WP3.5 architecture options</td>
<td>• For architecture options with NR waveform: impact foreseen at system level and on board, but no incompatibly. • For architecture options with no NR waveform: no impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6.2 Software defined payloads/satellites</td>
<td>Not studied in WP3.5, but no incompatibility foreseen.</td>
<td>Software defined payload require a payload which is regenerative and is not studied in WP3.5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6.3 Broadband Mega-Constellations</td>
<td>Not studied in WP3.5, but no incompatibility foreseen.</td>
<td>Constellations are not studied in WP3.5. To implement constellations, NTN Relay UE or gNB functions may be advantageously embedded in Satellites payloads.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Generic positioning of satellite in 5G System</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 4-1: Architecture showing direct UE access via satellite inside the sub-section “Direct 5G UE access”</td>
<td>This architecture is supported by A1 option.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table 3-1: Review of consistency between WP3.1 and WP3.5 architectures</td>
<td>Architecture elements as presented in WP3.1</td>
<td>Applicability of WP3.5 architecture options in regards of WP3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 4-2: Architecture showing indirect UE access via satellite inside the sub-section “Indirect 5G UE Access: Backhaul”: 3GPP access technology</td>
<td>This architecture is natively supported by A2 architecture option. This could also supported by A3 option.</td>
<td>The NTN relay UE or the NTN enabled UE provide an Indirect 3GPP access to UE. By the way, they have a 3GPP access, as UE, because they are managed as UE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 4-2: Architecture showing indirect UE access via satellite inside the sub-section “Indirect 5G UE Access: Backhaul”: Non-3GPP access technology</td>
<td>If the UE management applies to NTN terminal: This architecture is supported by the A3 option. Otherwise, it is supported by A4, A5 options.</td>
<td>This type of Non-3GPP access network is considered as trusted in WP3.5 A3 option. A4, A5 options are agnostic about the access technology, while A2, A3 options make use of the 3GPP access technology at different levels of integration. For A4 option, the NTN is a trusted transport network. For A5 option, the NTN is an untrusted transport network.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5 Backhauling architectures and implementation

| Figure 5-2: Satellite transport network based on a 3GPP satellite system inside the sub-section “Based on 3GPP System Specifications” | Supported by the A2 option, without the MEC feature and without “NTN Relay UE” as stand-alone equipment. The WP3.5 “NTN enabled UE” is mapped to the D3.1 “SAT UE”. | In WP3.5, a NTN Relay UE integrates into a stand-alone equipment both: • gNB functions • NTN enabled UE functions (for which 3GPP UE management applies). |
| Figure 5-3: Satellite transport network based on a non-3GPP satellite system inside the sub-section “Non Based on 3GPP System Specifications” | Supported by the A3 option”, without the MEC feature and without NTN Relay UE as stand-alone equipment. The WP3.5 “NTN UE” is mapped to the D3.1 “SAT UE”. | As above. |
| Figure 5-4: Satellite terminal acting as a 3GPP relay node inside the sub-section “Relay Node with 3GPP Access” | Supported by the A2 option, without the MEC feature and with a NTN Relay UE as stand-alone equipment. The WP3.5 “NTN Relay UE” is mapped to the D3.1 “Relay UE”. | Inside the D3.1 “Relay UE”: • the RAN is mapped to WP3.5 gNB and its interface to UE; • the SAT 5G-NR UE is mapped to the WP3.5 NTN enabled UE The RAN at SAT GW side is mapped to the NTN enabled LT gNB at NTN GW side. In D3.1, the Donor eNB within the RAN at SAT GW side, is mapped to the WP3.5 NTN enabled gNB, at NTN GW side. |
| Figure 5-5: Satellite terminal acting as a trusted non-3GPP relay node inside the sub-section “Relay Node with Trusted Non 3GPP Access” | Supported by the A3 option without the MEC feature and with a NTN Relay UE as stand-alone equipment. The WP3.5 “NTN Relay UE” is mapped to D3.1 “Relay UE”. | Inside the D3.1 “Relay UE”: • the RAN is mapped to WP3.5 gNB and its interface to UE • the SAT UE is mapped to the WP3.5 NTN enabled UE The RAN at SAT GW side is mapped to the NTN enabled LT gNB at NTN GW side. In D3.2, the Donor eNB within the RAN at SAT GW side, is mapped to the WP3.5 NTN enabled gNB, at NTN GW side. |

? Figure 5-5 (continue) | Supported by A4 option as | This scenario A4 suits to solution based on NTN |
### Table 3-1: Review of consistency between WP3.1 and WP3.5 architectures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture elements as presented in WP3.1</th>
<th>Applicability of WP3.5 architecture options in regards of WP3.1</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the NTN is considered as trusted, and provided an implementation of a “Relay UE”, integrated in the VSAT.</td>
<td>terminal such as VSAT and is agnostic about the access technology. In scenario A4, the NTN terminal is not managed as UE. Moreover, the relay UE function is not required, although the NTN terminal endorses relaying functions of the flows from / to local gNB and UE. However, the scenario A4 does not prevent from implementing NTN Relay UE functions in the NTN terminal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supported by the A5 options, as the NTN is considered as untrusted and provided an implementation of a “Relay UE”, integrated in the VSAT.</td>
<td>This scenario A5 suits to solution based on NTN terminal such as VSAT is agnostic about the access technology. In scenario A5, the NTN terminal is not managed as UE. Moreover, the relay node implementation is not required, although the NTN terminal endorses relaying functions of the flows from / to local gNB and UE. However, the scenario A5 does not prevent from implementing NTN Relay UE functions in the NTN terminal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not studied in WP3.5., but no incompatibility foreseen.</td>
<td>The WP3.5 architecture options does not prevent implementing other functions and supporting features such as:  - MEC, generally speaking  - CDN and caching technology  - local 5G CN that provide support for exchanges between the NTN terminal and a local DN (vs. remote 5G CN and remote DN in WP3.5)  - Multilink support: Satellite Link and Non-satellite link (vs. satellite link only in WP3.5)  - IP multicast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not studied in WP3.5., but no incompatibility foreseen.</td>
<td>As above.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not studied in WP3.5., but no incompatibility foreseen.</td>
<td>As above.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 3.3 Consistency with WP3.2 architectures

In regards of the current state of the WP3.2 delivery, D3.2 [5] provides more details of:

- Architectures supporting CDN, based on caching mechanism. The WP3.5 architecture options conform to WP3.2 detailed CDN architecture, as they are inherited from D3.1.
- Mechanisms implementing the multicast scheme:
  - In WP3.5 scenarios, the broadcast scheme is natively supported at L1 level by the transparent satellite but no multicast diffusion scheme has been studied.
  - WP3.5 scenarios do not prevent the implementation of an IP multicast diffusion system overlaying / integrating the physical NTN and NTN terminal. This overlay could be under the control of the Network Control Center (NCC), providing to the UE and/or the NTN terminal, the capability to join / to leave a group in order to receive multicast flows.
  - The study of the Multimedia Broadcast and Multicast Services (MBMS) as specified in 3GPP TS 23.246 [18] for NTN deployment purposes is out of WP3.5 delivery scope but no incompatibility has been foreseen.

As already mentioned in the Section 3.2, the WP3.5 architecture options does not prevent from implementing other functions and supporting features such as:

- MEC;
- CDN and caching technology;
- local 5G CN that provide support for exchanges between the NTN terminal and a local DN (vs. remote 5G CN and remote DN in WP3.5);
- Multilink support: Satellite Link and Non-satellite link (vs. single satellite link in WP3.5);
- IP multicast (vs. Broadcast at L1 level, in transparent satellite);
- Adaptation of MBMS as specified in 3GPP TS 23.246 [18].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Architecture elements as presented in WP3.2</th>
<th>Applicability of WP3.5 architecture options in regards of WP3.2</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architectures supporting CDN, based on caching mechanism.</td>
<td>Not studied in WP3.5. But no incompatibility foreseen.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEC</td>
<td>Not studied in WP3.5. But no incompatibility foreseen.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDN and caching technology</td>
<td>Not studied in WP3.5. But no incompatibility foreseen.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local 5G CN that provide support for exchanges between the NTN terminal and a local DN</td>
<td>Not studied in WP3.5. But no incompatibility foreseen.</td>
<td>In WP3.5, the 5G CN and the DN are remote.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilink support: Satellite Link and Non-satellite link</td>
<td>Not studied in WP3.5. But no incompatibility foreseen.</td>
<td>A single satellite service link per NTN enabled UE (respectively NTN Terminal) is assumed in WP3.5. It is assumed that the satellite link has been selected amongst other candidate links, before.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP multicast</td>
<td>Not studied in WP3.5. But no incompatibility foreseen.</td>
<td>The broadcast scheme is natively supported at physical layer level, by the transparent satellite but no multicast scheme has been studied. WP3.5 options do not prevent from implementing an IP multicast diffusion system overlaying / integrating the physical NTN and NTN terminal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation of MBMS as specified in 3GPP TS 23.246 [18]</td>
<td>Out of WP3.5 scope and not studied in WP3.5. But no incompatibility foreseen.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## 4 Review of WP3.5 Actions

The review of WP3.5 delivery in regards of WP3.5 description of work as described in [12], is provided hereafter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WP3.5 Objectives</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Monitor the standardisation activity in 3GPP SA2 on the definition of the Next Generation architecture</td>
<td>The relevant items that were monitored are 3GPP TS 38.300 [6], TS 23.501 [3], TS 23.502 [4], TS 23.402 [7], TR 38.811 [2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Monitor the standardisation activity in 3GPP RAN3 on Next Generation protocols (NG2 and NG3) at the RAN-Core interface.</td>
<td>The relevant items that were monitored are 3GPP TS 38.300 [6], 3GPP TS 38.401 [8]. Moreover, several architectures of the 5G based satellite RAN (Radio Access Network) have been studied and proposed to WP3.1/WP3.2. 3GPP TR 38.874 [13], has been published too late by 3GPP to be taken into account in this deliverable. Fortunately, [13] inherits from former 4G Relay Node architecture studies and took into account in the current WP3.5 study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Take into account the possible characteristics of satellite based backhaul and offload solutions for the different scenarios considered by the project</td>
<td>See §3. A subset of scenarios and architecture options have been taken into account for backhauling referred to in WP3.5 as “Direct” and “Indirect” scenarios. In any case, the studied architectures in WP3.5, do not prevent from taking into account Offload and Localized traffic use cases. These uses cases are not studied in WP3.5. The architecture options studied in WP3.5 conform to scenarios related to satellite as defined in 3GPP TR 38.811 [2] and take into account a satellite transparent payload (“bent-pipe architecture based). The OBP (On Board Processing) payload is not addressed in WP3.5 study.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Identify new or upgrades of existing solutions</td>
<td>Several 3GPP Technical Specifications and Technical Reports have been analysed, as listed in the section “Reference Documents” of [1].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Identify possible adaptations of NG2/NG3 protocols to mitigate satcom constraints (e.g. Latency, Radio Resource management, Access Methods) and exploit its inherent capabilities (e.g. multicast, multi-link).</td>
<td>The potential impacts on NG2/NG3 have been studied in Sections 1, 2 and 3 of [1]. New references points (interfaces) have been identified in [1], for each studied architecture option.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Identify possible enhancement / adaptation of mechanisms against channel distortions and sync loss on the satcom air interfaces (in 5G RAN), for the Long term approach of re-use of 3GPP protocols in future satcoms</td>
<td>These aspects have been studied by TAS in 3GPP TR 38.811 [2] and in 3GPP TDOC for the 5G physical layer. These studies feed into the WP4.4 deliverable [10].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 Conclusions

The document [1] provides a preliminary identification of the different integration scenarios of satellite on 5G system and their potential areas of impact on 3GPP 5G system specification. It has also directly supported the definition of the overall SAT5G network architecture, performed in WP3.1.

From this identification, a first level of analysis has been made, notably showing whose the various implementation of the different SAT5G Use Case, could be supported.

The proposed follow-up actions from this work include the main possible axis:

- To develop the analysis of the integration scenarios by completing the identification of the different pros and cons in their comparison, and for an exhaustive set of satellite system configuration. This could be done either through an updated version of the ETSI document [1] or through a separate document

- Inputs for the work to be completed in WP4.4 regarding the harmonisation of the 5G and satcom control, user planes, focusing on the protocol stack instantiations and the impact on the procedure flow charts

- Provided reference architectures for the implementation of the demonstration test beds to be developed/integrated within the scope of WP5
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ABSTRACT:

The objective of this document is to propose a text for the ETSI TR 103 611 “Satellite Earth Stations and Systems (SES); Seamless integration of satellite and/or HAPS (High Altitude Platform Station) systems into 5G system” to be drafted as part of the work item DTR/SES-00405.

Discussion

The proposed text aims at identifying the potential role and 5G use cases for satellite and HAPS and depicts different implementation options of satellite integration into 5G.
Proposed text for approval

It is proposed to add the following texts to ETSI TR 103 611 “Satellite Earth Stations and Systems (SES); Seamless integration of satellite and/or HAPS (High Altitude Platform Station) systems into 5G system and related architecture options”.

* * * Start of changes * * * (modified text)

1 Scope

The present document identifies 5G systems architecture integrating satellite and/or HAPS communication systems for relevant use cases. The intent is to identify the necessary standardisation activity in relation to the integration of satellite or HAPS in the 3GPP 5G system.
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3 Definitions, symbols and abbreviations

3.1 Definitions

3GPP defined NTN access network: NTN which implements a 3GPP Access Networks

5G Access Network: 3GPP Access Network (NR-RAN) connecting to a 5G Core Network.

5G Service Enablers: These refer to eMBB (Enhanced Mobile Broadband), mMTC (Massive Machine Type Communications), and URLLC (Ultra-Reliable and Low Latency Communications).

5G upper protocol layers: Set of 5G protocols layers that include:
- In the control plane: NAS-MM, NAS-SM, RRC, NG-AP, SCTP over IP, IP
- In the user plane: PDU layer (e.g. IP), GTP-U, 5GUPE, UDP, IP

5G Use Case: A 5G Use Case is a particular case of how the 5G system is used (see “Use case” definition).

Access Point: Entity providing an interface access to UEs or local RAN to the 5G CN, this access being either a 3GPP access or a non-3GPP access. This definition conforms to the following ETSI terminology “device providing an interface between a Wide Area Network (WAN) and a local network”.

Aerials: Airborne vehicles including Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS), High Altitude Platforms (HAPs). As part of wireless network, Aerials embark relay nodes or base stations for connection with UE’s. Aerials may also be interconnected together by means of Inter-Aerial Links.

Aerial access: Access network using an aerial embarking a transmission equipment relay node or base station and providing connectivity with user equipment.

Bent-pipe vehicle: Satellite or aerial based on a transparent architecture. Another wording is non-regenerative architecture.

Feeder Link: Link between the vehicle (satellite or HAPS) and the Feeder Link terminal, at NTN Gateway side.

gNB: 5G Base station i.e. 5G Access Controller, serving the UE, local to the UE

Line termination gNB: gNB that serves a Relay UE or a network termination UE

L1: Layer 1 i.e. Physical layer

L2: Layer 2 i.e. Data Link layer

L3: Layer 3 i.e. Network layer

Mobile Network Operator: The actor that operates the mobile cellular system (including UEs, RAN, CN). A company may or endorse both “NTN operator” and MNO roles or not.
**Multiplexer Node**: Network entity that multiplexes single flows into aggregate flows and forwards them to the next network entity in the transmission chain. Endorses also the role of de-multiplexer node, which de-multiplexes aggregate flows into single flows and forwards them to next network entities or terminals, in the transmission chain, according to their destination.

**Network termination UE**: Network termination for which UE management applies.

**Non-3GPP physical layer**: Non-3GPP waveforms, such as specified by ETSI (DVB-S2X, DVB-RCS2). For the mixed 3GPP access, 5G upper protocol layers (such as PDU layer, GTP-U, UDP, IP in the User Plane and NAS-SM, NAS-MM, RRC, NG-AP, SCTP, IP in the Control Plane) and NR Data Link layers (SDAP, PDCP, RLC, MAC) may be implemented onto this Non-3GPP physical layer, providing adaptations of these upper layers.

**Non-3GPP access network**: Access network which is not fully defined by 3GPP but may support an interface with the CN. The “mixed 3GPP NTN access network” enters in this category but implements some 3GPP NR radio interface protocols.

**Non-Access Stratum (NAS)**: Signalling between the UE and the Core Network

**Non-GEO**: In this document, stands for LEO or MEO

**NR**: New Radio interface as defined in 3GPP

**NR Data Link Layers**: Set of 5G protocol layers defined as: SDAP, RLC, PDCP, MAC.

**NR-Radio Access**: 5G Access Network based on NR interface.

**Non-terrestrial network (NTN)**: Network, or segments of network, using an airborne or space-borne vehicle to embark transmission equipment, a relay node or base station. (See 3GPP TR 38.811 [6])

**NTN Access**: Access that is provided by a NTN. In other words, the access is provided by the satellite or the HAPS.

**NTN Gateway**: Gateway located in the ground segment, linked to the Core Network and Feeder Link terminal(s).

**NTN enabled line termination gNB**: gNB, as specified by 3GPP and able to serve NTN enabled network termination UE, via an NTN infrastructure. It is either centralized (located at core network side) or distributed over the NTN infrastructure. It may be either located in the ground segment or embedded in an OBP payload.

**NTN enabled LT gNB**: shortname for NTN enabled line termination gNB.

**NTN gNB-CU**: shortname for NTN enabled gNB Central Unit

**NTN gNB-DU**: shortname for NTN enabled gNB Distributed Unit

**NTN operator**: The actor that operates the NTN. A company may endorse both “NTN operator” and MNO roles or not.

**NTN enabled network termination UE**: Network termination UE that terminates a NTN Service Link. It may be integrated in a NTN Relay UE or be a standalone equipment. The NTN enabled network termination UE interfaces a dedicated gNB, namely the NTN enabled line termination gNB and a Core Network, via satellite or aerial link(s).

**NTN enabled NT UE**: short name for NTN enabled network termination UE.
NTN NT UE: short name for NTN enabled network termination UE.

NTN Relay UE: short name for NTN enabled relay UE.

NTN UE: short name for NTN enabled network termination UE.

NTN enabled relay UE: Relay UE able to be served by a NTN access. This NTN enabled relay UE implements local gNB function and NTN enabled network termination UE functions.

NTN NT UE radio bearer: NR radio bearer associated to a NTN enabled network termination UE

NTN NT UE radio transport container: Non-3GPP radio transport container associated to a NTN enabled network termination UE

NTN terminal radio transport container: Non-3GPP radio transport container associated to a NTN enabled terminal

NTN radio transport container: Generic term which stands for a radio transport container associated to NTN network termination

NTN Relay UE: short name for NTN enabled relay UE

N3IWF: Non-3GPP Interworking Function (see 3GPP TS 23.501). Non-3GPP access networks can be connected to the 5G Core Network via the Non-3GPP Interworking Function (N3IWF). The N3IWF interfaces the 5G Core Network CP and UP functions via N2 and N3 interfaces, respectively. In case of untrusted non-3GPP access, an IPSec tunnelling is setup between the UE with non 3GPP access and the 5G Core Network.

Radio Access Network (RAN): Access Network based on 5G radio interface, local to the UEs.

Relay UE: Equipment that implements local gNB function and network termination UE functions.

Satellites: Space borne vehicles including Low Earth Orbiting (LEO) satellites, Medium Earth Orbiting (MEO) satellites, Geostationary Earth Orbiting (GEO) satellites as well as Highly Elliptical Orbiting (HEO) satellites. As part of a wireless network, satellites embark relay nodes or base stations for connection with UE’s. Satellites can be interconnected together by means of Inter-Satellite Links.

Satellite access: Access network using a space borne vehicle embarking a transmission equipment relay node or base station and providing connectivity with user equipment. By extension, a satellite access may also rely on a multiplicity of satellites which relay nodes or base stations may or may not be interconnected with inter-satellite links.

Satellite Use Cases: A Satellite Use Case is a particular case of how the SatCom system is used in the 5G system to provide or to support the provisioning of a set of 5G services.

Scenarios: These are instantiations of the Use Cases for the accomplishment of a specific duty. A Scenario drives the network topology and the architecture design.

Service Link: Link between the NTN terminal (NTN NT UE or VSAT) and the vehicle (satellite or HAPS).

Trusted network (3GPP): A network or sub-network which are considered secured by the Mobile Network Operator. It depends on the commercial agreement between the MNO and the 3rd party operator (such as the Transport Network operator).
**UE management**: 3GPP procedures [10], protocols over NR, N1 and NG interfaces that apply to manage a UE. Examples: Initial Access, Connection Management, PDU session management, Mobility Management, Radio resource Management.

**UE Mobility Management**: The mobility management addresses the registration of an UE at a RAN, its location (how to keep track of an UE) and the handover (how to maintain service continuity following a mobility event). The mobility management and the afferent procedures are described in [7], [10], [17] for the 5G and [8], [16] for LTE-A, updated for R15. In a 5G system, these mobility procedures are supported across several interfaces, such as NR, N1 and NG according to architectures specifications [17]. In the indirect scenarios, when embedded in a moving platform, the NTN NT UE may be considered as a mobile UE. In the Direct scenario, the NTN NT UE is mobile UE, as any handset.

**Untrusted network (3GPP)**: A network or sub-network which are considered unsecured by the Mobile Network Operator. It depends on the commercial agreement between the MNO and the 3rd party operator.

**Use Case**: A Use Case is a particular example (a case) of how a system is used, literally a “case of system use”, in order to achieve a specific goal. The way a system is used corresponds to the interaction between a stakeholder and the system.

**Vehicle**: Satellite or HAPS

### 3.2 Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5G-EIR</td>
<td>5G Equipment Identity Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5GC</td>
<td>5G Core Network (3GPP). The wording “5G CN” is preferred in this document.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5G CN</td>
<td>5G Core Network (in this document).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5GUPE</td>
<td>5G User Plane Encapsulation. The wording is defined in 3GPP but not the acronym.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5QI</td>
<td>5G QoS Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF</td>
<td>Application Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMF</td>
<td>Core Access and Mobility Management Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AN</td>
<td>Access Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>Access Point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUSF</td>
<td>Authentication Server Function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>Core Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoS</td>
<td>Class Of Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>Control Plane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeNB</td>
<td>Donor eNodeB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DN</td>
<td>Data Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRB</td>
<td>Data Radio Bearer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eNB</td>
<td>eNodeB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1-U</td>
<td>F1 User plane interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1-C</td>
<td>F1 Control plane interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1AP</td>
<td>F1 Application Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFS</td>
<td>For Further Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GBR</td>
<td>Guaranteed Bit Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEO</td>
<td>Geostationary Earth Orbit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gNB</td>
<td>Next-Generation Node B (alias 5G base station)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
gNB-CU  gNB Central Unit
gNB-DU  gNB Distributed Unit
GTP   GPRS Tunnelling Protocol
GTP-U  GPRS Tunnelling Protocol, for the User plane

HAPS  High Altitude Platform Station
HPLMN  Home Public Land Mobile Network
hSMF  Home SMF

ISL  Inter-Satellite Link
LEO  Low Earth Orbit
LT  Line Termination
LT gNB  Line termination gNB

MAC  Media Access Control
MEO  Medium Earth orbit
MME  Mobility Management Entity. This a 3GPP functional network entity.
MNO  Mobile Network Operator
MCS  Modulation & Coding Scheme

N3IWF  Non-3GPP Interworking Function
N3IWFg Extension of N3IWF, to enable establishment of IPsec tunnel(s) between the 5G CN and the local security gateway connected to the local gNB, over an untrusted Non-3GPP Access Network. At 5G CN side, N3IWFg relays signalling and data.
N/A Not Applicable
NAS  Non Access Stratum
NAS-MM  NAS, Mobility Management part
NAS-SM  NAS, Session Management part
NF  Network Function
NG  Next Generation
NG-AP  NG Application Protocol
NTN 5G RAN  NTN enabled 5G Radio Access Network
NMS  Network Management System
Non GBR  Non-Guaranteed Bit Rate
NR  5G New Radio interface
NRF  NF Repository Function
NSSF  Network Slice Selection Function
NTN LT gNB  NTN enabled line termination gNB
NTN NT UE  NTN enabled network termination UE
NT  Network Termination
NT UE  Network termination UE
NMS  Network Management Systems
NTN  Non-terrestrial Network

OBP  On-Board Processing
PCF  Policy Control Function
PDCP  Packet Data Convergence Protocol
PDN  Packet Data Network
PDU  Protocol Data Unit
P-GW  PDN gateway. This a 3GPP functional network entity.
PLMN  Public Land Mobile Network

R15 Release 15 of 3GPP
RAN  Radio Access Network
RAT  Radio Access Technology
RB  Radio Bearer
RF  Radio Frequency
RRC  Radio Resource Control
RLC  Radio Link Control
RN  Relay Node
RRH  Remote Radio Head
SA  Service Architecture
SCTP  Stream Control Transmission Protocol
SDAP  Service Data Adaptation Protocol
SEC  Security Gateway
SEPP  Security Edge Protection Proxy
S-GW  Serving gateway. This a 3GPP functional network entity.
SMF  Session Management Function
SRB  Signalling Radio Bearer
TFT  Traffic Flow Template
TN  Transport Network
TNL  Transport Network Layer
TS  Technical Specification
UDM  Unified Data Management
UE  User Equipment
UP  User Plane
UPF  User plane Function
VM  Virtual Machine
VSAT  Very Small Aperture Terminal
vSMF  Visited SMF
WG  Working Group
WLAN  Wireless Local Area Network
4. 5G Connectivity using Satellites or Aerials

4.1. Background

Several white papers among which, the ARIB’s 5G white paper [1], the 5GMF’s presentation at the 3GPP RAN 5G workshop referenced satellite-terrestrial cooperation as part of the mobile networks of 2020 and beyond. Similarly, the NGMN white paper [2], as part of its technology candidate analysis, has also listed satellites as an example of an emerging technology that could be relevant as part of 5G. Moreover, the EMEA Satellite Operators Association (ESOA) has recently published a 5G White Paper on the SatCom services’ role as an integral part of the 5G ecosystem [3]. In addition, the European Commission funded H2020 5G PPP project “SaT5G” (Satellite and Terrestrial Network for 5G) has recently defined the Use Cases and Scenarios for satellite positioning into the eMBB (Enhanced Mobile Broadband) Service Enabler for 5G [4]. Furthermore, the European Commission [5] recognizes that satellite networks will be key element of the 5G infrastructure.

4.2. Roles of satellite and aerial access networks in 5G system

The roles of satellite AN and aerial AN are discussed in this section. Aerial AN has advantages similar to satellites in certain cases: ubiquity, broadcast, resiliency, as described below. Besides, the satellites can support any kind of moving platform while the aerials are designed to serve moving platform on the ground. The area covered by a satellite is larger than the one served by an aerial.

The consensus and wider agreement on the key advantages of satellite networks which can add value to the 5G ecosystem are:

- **Ubiquity**: Satellite provides high speed capacity across the globe using the following enablers: capacity in-fill inside geographic gaps, overspill to satellite when terrestrial links are over capacity, general global wide coverage, backup/resilience for network fall-back and especially communication during emergency.
- **Mobility**: Satellite is the only readily available technology capable of providing connectivity anywhere on the ground, in sea or air for moving platforms, such as airplanes, ships and trains.
- **Broadcast (Simultaneity)**: Satellite and aerials can efficiently deliver rich multimedia and other content across multiple sites simultaneously using broadcast and multicast streams with information centric networking and content caching for local distribution.
- **Resiliency**: A key component of 5G is network resiliency. As satellite and aerial networks are not subject to the same weather and man-made disasters that happen to terrestrial communications systems, they bring to the network an important component of resiliency.

One may note that all four of the above roles are due to satellite’s ability to serve coverages that are wider than those of most other wireless communications technologies and reduced vulnerability of space/airborne vehicles to physical attacks and natural disasters.

In other words, satellite or aerial access networks are expected to

- foster the roll out of 5G service in un-served areas that cannot be covered by terrestrial 5G network (isolated/remote areas, on board aircrafts or vessels) and underserved areas (e.g. sub-urban/rural areas) to upgrade the performance of limited terrestrial networks in a cost effective manner,
- reinforce the 5G service reliability by providing service continuity for M2M/IoT devices or for passengers on board moving platforms (e.g. passenger vehicles-aircraft, ships, high speed trains, bus) or ensuring service availability anywhere especially for critical communications, future railway communications or maritime communications, and to
- enable 5G network scalability by providing efficient multicast/broadcast resources for data delivery towards the network edges.
The roles for satellite or aerial access network elements in the 5G system are expected for the following application domains: Automotive and Road transport, Transport, Public Safety, Media and Entertainment, eHealth, Energy, Agriculture, Finance.

Figure 1: Application domains typically addressed by Satellite Networks (Source: ESOA [3])

The satellite networks within the 5G system are expected to address also application domains among the one mentioned above.

4.3. 5G Use Cases wherein satellite or aerial access network have a role

There are several 5G use cases that can only be served by satellites:

- Broadband connectivity where it is difficult or not (yet) possible to deploy terrestrial communications to towers: For example, maritime services, coverage on lakes, islands, mountains, rural areas, isolated areas or other recreational areas that are best or only covered by satellites; across a wide geographic region.
- Disaster relief: During natural disasters or other unforeseen events that entirely disable the terrestrial network, satellites are the only option.
- Emergency response: Besides wide scale natural disasters, there are specific emergency situations in areas where there is no terrestrial coverage. For example a public safety uses case of an accident in a power plant. This can be achieved with tactical cells deployed and connected via satellite or with direct communications via satellite.
- Broadband connectivity to tactical cells for mission critical communications.
- Efficient broadcast service to end users, vehicles etc. (e.g. video, software download), support of low bitrate broadcast service e.g. for emergency messages and synchronisation of remote sensors and actuators without significant latency requirements.
- Providing efficient multicast/broadcast delivery to network edges for content such as live broadcasts, ad-hoc broadcast/multicast streams, group communications, MEC VNF update distribution.
- Broadband connectivity to moving platforms, such as airplanes or vessels.
- Secondary/backup connection (limited in capability) in the event of the primary connection failure or for connected cars. Enabling Firmware/Software Over-the-Air (FOTA/SOTA) services to get information
updates, such as information regarding Points of Interest (POIs), real-time traffic, and parking availability (“infotainment”).

- **Broadband Connectivity for network Head-Ends**

There are other 5G use cases for which satellites will augment terrestrial communications:

- **Connectivity complementing terrestrial networks, such as broadband connectivity to home/office small cell in underserved areas in combination with terrestrial wireless or wireline.**
- **Connectivity for remotely deployed battery activated M2M/IoT sensors, or handset devices with messaging/voice capabilities via satellite (e.g. fleet management, asset tracking, livestock management, farms, substations, gas pipelines, digital signage, remote road alerts, emergency calls, mission critical/public safety communications, etc.)**
- **Two-way telematics capability enabling automotive diagnostic reporting on connected cars, user base insurance information, safety reporting (e.g. air-bag deployment reporting, advertising based revenue, remote access functions (e.g. remote door unlocking).**
- **Connectivity complementing terrestrial networks, such as broadband and content multicast connectivity to phased-array platforms on the move, in conjunction with a terrestrial based connectivity link to base stations or relay on board moving platforms such as high speed trains/buses to ensure service reliability for major events in ad-hoc built-up facilities**
- **Connectivity of IoT devices on containers (e.g. for tracking and tracing) connected via a Relay UE on a transport vehicle such as a ship, train or truck**
- **Connectivity to Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UASs)/drones via satellite consistent with Resolution 155 (WRC-15).**
- **Connectivity of IoT devices and M2M that need wide area networks and/or resiliency and/or are located in remote areas**

Aerial access networks are well suited to provide

- **Broadband connectivity to cells or relay nodes to serve big events especially in un/underserved areas.**
- **Broadband connectivity to a User Equipment on board UASs/drones that operate over a restricted area (<200 km diameter)**
- **Connectivity to User Equipment (handset or vehicle mounted) for public safety communications as part of a disaster relief mission.**

### 4.4. Use Cases of satellite access in 5G

In the 3GPP TR 22.822 [23], a number of use cases have been identified for the purpose of 3GPP work. They are listed hereunder as example.

- **Roaming between terrestrial and satellite networks**
- **Broadcast and multicast with a satellite overlay**
- **Internet of Things with a satellite network**
- **Temporary use of a satellite component**
- **Optimal routing or steering over a satellite network**
- **Satellite trans-border service continuity**
- **Global satellite overlay**
- **Indirect connection through a 5G satellite access network**
- **5G Fixed Backhaul between NR and the 5G Core**
- **5G Moving Platform Backhaul**
- **5G to Premises**
- **Satellite connection of remote service centre to off-shore wind farm**
4.5. Satellite or aerial access networks design principles for 5G

A high degree of operational integration of satellite or aerial access networks into 5G system is required in order to maximise the benefits of satellite or aerial access in the above mentioned 5G Use Cases. In addition, the use of radio interface commonalities between satellite or aerial access networks and 5G radio access technologies is expected:

- to reduce satellite equipment cost (for instance, if 5G chipsets can be leveraged for that purpose) and/or
- to enable an efficient interoperability with the 5G Core Network and reduce its cost (for instance in supporting higher 5G higher protocols such as NG-AP and NAS)
5. Non-Terrestrial networks and 5G system

5.1. Non-territorial network types

The following type of non-territorial network (NTN) types is addressed in this document:

- NTN encompassing vehicle with “Bent-pipe” payload: typically for use with a transparent GEO satellite, and also for transparent LEO, MEO, HAPS systems. By extension, it refers to satcom / HAPS system with signal processing also featuring some flexibility.

The following type of non-territorial network (NTN) is FFS:

- NTN encompassing vehicle with “OBP payload hosting gNB functions” case: the satellite or HAPS has on-board processing capabilities (e.g. routing or switching) typically applies for LEO constellations with ISL. Furthermore, it covers base station functions hosted on-board, for examples, to shorten the system response times and to better support the local traffic, at UE side. The base station function correspond to 3GPP “gNB” functions i.e. 5G access network functions.

5.2 Recall of 5G reference system architecture overview

Let us consider the system architecture based on 5G reference system architecture as defined in the 3GPP TS 23.501 [7] “System Architecture for the 5G System; Stage 2 (Release 15)” in figures 4.2.3-1 and 2:

![Diagram of 5G system architecture](image)

**Figure 2: System architecture based on 5G system**

Where:
- AUSF: Authentication Server Function
- AMF: Core Access and Mobility Management Function
- DN: Data network, e.g. operator services, Internet access or 3rd party services
- NSSF: Network Slice Selection Function
- PCF: Policy Control function
- SMF: Session Management Function
- UDM: Unified Data Management
- UPF: User plane Function
- AF: Application Function
- UE: User Equipment
The 4G architecture for the Indirect access and the mapping with Radio Bearers, according to 3GPP relaying mechanisms of R15 [8] and R14 [16], [9] are recalled below.

![Figure 3: Indirect 3GPP 4G access architecture and mapping to Radio Bearers (recall)](image)

UE are served by an access point 3GPP defined. This access point is served by a 3GPP defined Radio Access. UE management applies to the UE, obviously.

The Relay Node (RN) endorses a multiplexer node role and relays UE signalling flows (in the CP) and UE data signalling flows (in the UP). The RN acts as user plane transport nodes from the UE signalling and data traffic point of view.

The Relay Node mobility management is not specified in 3GPP R15 when writing this document.

5.3 Generic NTN Reference System Architecture

For the purpose of the integration of Non-Terrestrial network in 5G systems, some existing interfaces may need to be adapted and new interfaces may need to be defined. In that perspective it is worth considering reference architectures for NTN. For example, reference satellite network architecture is defined in ETSI TR 103 522 [25].

Given the possible transborder coverage of NTN systems, the resources of a NTN system could be shared between several 5G networks. Therefore, it may be relevant to consider the resource management interfaces defined for satellite networks in ETSI TR 103 522 [25].

6. Integration scenarios of Non-Terrestrial network in 5G system (Bent pipe)

6.1 Integration options and related architectures

Different integration scenarios of NTN in the 5G system architecture can be considered depending on whether the NTN access network is 3GPP defined or not and whether it is trusted or not, according to operators agreement. Only scenarios with bent-pipe payload on board of the satellite (GEO or Non-GEO) or the HAPS are considered in this document:

- **Scenario A1 - Direct 3GPP access**: The 5G UE are NTN enabled NT UE, that access the 5G Core Network via a 3GPP defined NTN NR-Radio Access. The 5G UE are directly linked to the satellite (respectively the HAPS). UE management applies to the NTN enabled NT UE.

- **Scenario A2 - Indirect 3GPP access**: The 5G UE are served by an access point (see note 1). This access point is implemented by a gNB combined with a NTN enabled NT UE and is served by a 3GPP defined...
NTN NR-Radio Access. UE management applies to the NTN enabled NT UE. The NTN enabled NT UE endorse a multiplexer node role.

- **Scenario A3 - Indirect mixed 3GPP NTN access**: The 5G UE are served by an access point (see note 1). This access point is implemented by a gNB combined with a NTN enabled NT UE and is served by a trusted mixed 3GPP NTN access network (see “Non-3GPP access network” definition). UE management applies to the NTN enabled NT UE. The NTN enabled NT UE endorse a multiplexer node role. Another wording for scenario A3 could be “Indirect 3GPP NTN access with non-3GPP L2, non-3GPP L1”. The mixed 3GPP NTN access network is considered as trusted according to agreement between the operator of the UEs, the gNB and the 5G CN and the operator of the NTN (see note 2).

- **Scenario A4 – Indirect access via an NTN transport network**: The 5G UE are served by an access point (see note 1). This access point is the NTN terminal and is linked to the 5G CN via a NTN transport network. The UE management does not apply to the NTN terminal. The NTN terminal may endorse a multiplexer node role. This NTN transport network is considered as **trusted** according to agreement between the operator of the UEs, the gNB and the 5G CN and the operator of the NTN (see note 2).

- **Scenario A5 - Indirect untrusted access**: The 5G UE are served by an access point (see note 1). This access point is the NTN terminal and is served by an **untrusted** (see note 3) non-3GPP or a mixed 3GPP NTN access network. UE management does not apply to the NTN terminal. The NTN terminal endorse a multiplexer node role.

Note 1: Only the 3GPP defined access type is described for these scenarios. But other scenarios with Non-3GPP defined access could be considered.

Note 2: The concept of trusted network is reused and applied to the Non-3GPP NTN access / transport network and the mixed 3GPP NTN access network.

Note 3: The 3GPP TS 23.501 [7], only supports untrusted non-3GPP accesses, amongst possible non-3GPP accesses.

The architectures are described in the section “Principles” of the corresponding scenarios. They do not prevent from implementing delocalised CN functions at the NTN terminal side (NTN enabled UE or VSAT).

A synthesis of the **main characteristics of the scenarios** is provided in section 7.

The scenarios of this document refer to the scenarios of 3GPP TR 22.822 [23] according to the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>This document – ETSI TR 103 611</th>
<th>3GPP TR 22.822 [23]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario A1: The UE are standalone NTN enabled NT UE.</td>
<td>5.3 Internet of Things with a satellite network 5.11 5G to Premises: There is a mapping provided: - the NTN NT UE supports the terrestrial access and the 5G satellite access at the same time. Note that this dual mode of operation is out of the scope of this document and - the NTN NT UE is the end user terminal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario A2</td>
<td>5.8 Indirect connection through a 5G satellite access network (bent-pipe satellite case) 5.9 Fixed backhaul between NR and the 5G Core; 5.10 Moving platform Backhaul Note that in scenario A2: - A local gNB, linked to the NTN NT UE, serves the UE and not the NTN NT UE, that are served by a remote gNB, at gateway side. - The UE indirectly access the satellite via the gNB combined to the NTN NT UE.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario A3</td>
<td>Same mapping as for scenario A2.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Unlike the scenario A2, the access type of the NTN NT UE is a mixed 3GPP NTN access, in scenario A3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Mapping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>No mapping.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>No mapping.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Scenarios mapping to 3GPP TR 22.822 scenarios

6.2 Scenario A1 – Direct 3GPP access

6.2.1 Principles

This architecture targets an end-to-end system from the NTN NT UE perspective. The related architecture is depicted in the Figure 4.

The figure above entails:
- Data Network
- 5G CN serving NTN enabled NT UEs (NTN NT UEs)
- Non-Terrestrial Network that transports encapsulated UP and CP of the UE and CP of the gNB. The NTN also encompasses a 5G RAN, named “NTN 5G RAN”, encompassing one or several centralized NTN LT gNBs, each NTN LT gNB being linked to one or several NTN gateways and serving NTN enabled NT UEs. The number of gateways that are linked to NTN LT gNB(s) are not in the scope of this document and needs further dimensioning analysis.
- Standalone NTN enabled NT UEs accessing 5G services
- Integrated management systems (Ochestrator / NMS)
Different classes of NTN enabled NT UE may be defined served, according to their telecommunication and multiplexing capabilities.

An alternative “scenario A1 option 2”, which assumes a distributed architecture for the NTN enabled gNB with respectively CU (Central Unit) and DU (Distributed Unit) functions and is described in appendix A.4.3. Both architectures options (Option1 with centralized gNB and Option2 based on gNB-DU/gNB-CU) are compared in §6.2.4.

The scenario A1 can support the use case “5.3 Internet of Things with a satellite network” of 3GPP TR 22.822 [23].

In this scenario, the NTN enabled NT UE directly accesses the 5G Core Network via a 3GPP defined NTN NR-Radio Access.

In this case, the native 5G NR air interface is used with potential adaptations to take into accountsatellite / HAPS deployment specifics.

The NTN enabled NT UE is served by:
- a NTN 5G Radio Access Network (NTN 5G RAN)
- a 5G CN.

Within the NTN 5G RAN:
- A Feeder link is established over the air, between the satellite (in the space segment, depicted in blue) and the NTN gateway (in the ground segment, depicted with an antenna).
- For the bent-pipe case, the ground segment, at NTN Gateway side, hosts gNB functions, named NTN LT gNB, that is remote to the NTN enabled NT UE and serves it.
- The NTN LT gNB and the Network functions serve the NTN enabled NT UE as a UE. The UP and CP transport of the NTN enabled are transparent for the UEs that are served by this NTN enabled NT UE.

### 6.2.2 Logical architecture

The logical architecture is depicted in the Figure 5. The messages at Ni reference points to be transported by the NTN are also depicted.
The NTN encompasses:
- NTN 5G RAN. It is supported by the 5G Core Network. This RAN may includes space/aerial segment or ground segment.

The NTN endorses the roles of a 5G transport network for NTN enabled NT UEs, a 5G RAN with 3GPP access.

The figure above mainly depicts the control, user planes of the NTN NT UE.

The NTN supports interfaces to:
- 5G Orchestrator/NMS (Network Management Systems) of the 5G system including the NTN components
- 5G Core Network, serving the NTN enabled NT UEs

5G Interfaces are implemented with the following logic:
- NR (for NTN enabled NT UE) is used over the satellite or HAPS
- N1 (for NTN enabled NT UE) is implemented between the NTN enabled NT UE and the AMF
- N2 (for NTN enabled NT UE) is implemented between the NTN LT gNB and the AMF
- N3 (for NTN enabled NT UE) is implemented between the NTN LT gNB and the UPF
- Mngw: new reference point.

NTN NT UE radio bearers are created/removed between the NTN NT UE and the NTN LT gNB by appropriate signalling over the NR interface, according to 3GPP TS 38.300 [17].

Considerations on protocol layers implementation are provided in Appendices A.4.1 and A.7. The principle of NTN NT UE Data Radio Bearers establishment is described in appendix A.4.1.1.
6.2.3 Considerations on 3GPP procedures implementation in NTN

6.2.3.1 Relaying

In this section, Relaying function / capacity mean transfer function / capacity, for both forward and return directions.
Depending on its terminal class, the NTN enabled NT UE may have relaying capacity for the benefits of UEs. If it is the case, please refer to sections 6.3 and 6.4.
It is not applicable to the section 6.2.

6.2.3.2 Transport of CP, UP of NTN NT UE

Data/Signalling Radio Bearers are used as is for the NTN enabled NT UE. They are defined between NTN enabled NT UE and NTN LT gNB.

3GPP tunnelling mechanisms on the terrestrial links are used as is for the NTN enabled NT UE.
GTP-U tunnels are defined between NTN LT gNB and the 5G CN, in the ground segment.
The contents of NTN enabled NT UE Signalling / Data Bearers are transported:
• Over the air, by the space segment then
• By the terrestrial segment, into GTP-U tunnels, towards the 5G CN, optimizing the time spent for routing

The UP and the CP of the NTN enabled NT UEs are transported by the NTN, with an appropriate CoS (to be adapted) of NTN enabled NT UE Radio Bearer, that is characterized by parameters such as GBR or non GBR, with/without latency objective.

The CP between the 5G CN and the NTN enabled LT gNB serving the NTN enabled NT UEs, is transported by the ground segment.

Radio Bearers and tunnels between the NTN enabled LT gNB and the NTN enabled NT UE are further detailed in Appendix A.4.1.

See Appendix A.8 for further information related to the transport of CP, UP of UE and the transport of CP of the gNB, over dedicated protocols layers per scenario.

6.2.3.3 Multiplexing node

Depending on its terminal class, the NTN enabled NT UE may embed a multiplexing node function. In other words, the NTN enabled NT UE may have aggregating capacities: it could aggregate incoming traffic and signalling. If it is the case, please refer to sections 6.3 and 6.4. It is not applicable to the section 6.2.

6.2.3.4 Access and Mobility managements

In the case of Non-GEO satellite, the NTN enabled NT UE is moving from a beam to another, even though it could be earth-fixed. In the case of GEO satellite, the NTN enabled NT UE may move from a beam to another.

The UE management (such as connection, PDU session, mobility, radio resource) applies to the NTN enabled NT UE. Possible benefit is to re-use 3GPP procedures [10], saving effort during the system specification, implementation and validation phases.
6.2.4 Performance considerations

Some performance considerations between the different architecture options of the scenario A1 are discussed below. When the NTN NT UE is connected to a local gNB and used as a component of the relaying mechanisms, for supporting Indirect UE, these considerations also apply to scenario A2.

They also apply to scenario A3 excepted the considerations related to 3GPP F1 interface and 3GPP defined NTN NR-Radio Access (because these functions are not implemented in the mixed 3GPP NTN access network).

The NTN enabled gNB acts as an access controller serving the NTN enabled NT UE. It may be either centralized (option 1) or distributed (option 2).

At the local site, the local gNB (serving the UE) and the NTN enabled UE may be integrated into a single equipment, named NTN enabled Relay UE.

For the distributed NTN enabled gNB architecture, both interfacing following entities are involved:
- The NTN enabled gNB central unit (NTN gNB-CU), for handling the initial access, the main radio resource allocation scheme, the handover and the data transfer. The central unit controls the access of the distributed unit.
- The NTN enabled gNB distributed unit (NTN gNB-DU), acting as a moving or a fixed RRH:
  - in the UP, as the data, signalling flows are forwarded from/relayed this unit,
  - in the CP, because this unit implements some functions that are delegated by the the NTN gNB central unit, such as radio resource allocation refinement, admission control for congestion avoidance.

Latency range estimations are described in appendix A.10, per deployment scenario [6] and per scenario A1 architecture option.

**Trends analysis, based on latency estimations**

For all deployment scenarios, the following trends have been identified.

In the CP:
- For signalling exchanges such as Initial access, handover, radio resource allocation, both NTN gNB central and distributed units are involved. The signalling exchanges cannot be confined to the distributed unit.
- For signalling exchanges related to admission control/congestion prevention, radio resource re-allocation within a maximum provisioned envelop, the NTN gNB-DU (Distributed Unit) is involved while the NTN gNB-CU (Central Unit) may not be involved, as it delegates to the gNB-DU. In these cases, the scenario A1-Option 2 provides shorter response time for the access control, unless the NTN gNB DU moves or renegotiates the allocated radio resource beyond the provisioned envelop with the NTN gNB central unit.
- Most of the time, the distributed unit interworks with the central unit, that increases the latency, compared to a centralized NTN gNB equipment, localized at NTN gateway side.

In the UP, the data flows may be transported:
- towards the NTN gNB central unit and then straight forward to the 5G CN. In this case, the option 1 provides shorter latency.
- from the source NTN gNB to the target NTN gNB during an handover, over an X2n interface, when PDCP is duplicating PDUs, In this case, the X2n interface always operates between NTN gNB central units, and not distributed ones, according to [17]. In this case, option 1 provides shorter latency, too.

For some traffic exchanges, such as local Push-To-Talk, the data plane flows may be confined to a given NTN gNB (within the local radio loop), to shorten the paths and thus, reducing the perceived latency. But the data plane flows are always forwarded towards the NTN gNB-CU, according to [17]. One enhancement would consist to establish logical connections for data plane exchanges between NTN NT UEs served by the same NTN gNB-DU and in that way, to further shortcut the path.
The one-way latency between the NTN NT UE and the 5G CN is smaller with the scenario A1-Option 1, both for both CP and UP. The architecture option 1, as there is one hop less, better supports latency sensitive services such as voice or critical data services.

As main conclusion for the scenario A1 architecture options:
- The option 1 provides shorter latency than option 2 for most of the data, signalling exchanges. Option 2 may be as performant as option 1 when the NTN gNB-CU does not move (no handover occurrence) and does not negotiate allocated radio resource envelop on the service link, whatever the reason (bandwidth request beyond the initial envelop, preparation of handover).
- These latency constraints impact the timeouts related to system procedures [10] and protocols exchanges, at different layers.

Other performance and dimensioning considerations are described in Appendix A.11, per scenario A1 architecture option, regarding:
- The sharing of Bandwidth allocated to the NTN NT UE and the sharing of processing capacities
- The dimensioning of the network
- CAPEX trends

6.2.5 Potential areas of impact on 3GPP system architecture

Definition of a reference point “Mngw” between the NTN Gateway and the NTN enabled line termination gNB (NTN LT gNB). This reference point conveys:
- Downlink flows related to the NTN NT UE (both in user and control planes), received by the NTN LT gNB are transported to the NTN Gateway, over a wired link, encapsulated into NTN NT UE radio bearers (data and signalling bearers per NTN NT UE).
- Uplink flows related to the NTN NT UE (both in user and control planes), received by the NTN Gateway are transported to the NTN LT gNB, over a wired link, encapsulated into NTN NT UE radio bearers (data and signalling bearers per NTN NT UE).
- Each NTN NT UE radio bearer is associated to a relevant NTN NT UE CoS, for both directions.

While at the interface between the NTN LT gNB and the 5G CN:
- Downlink flows related to the NTN NT UE (both in user and control planes), received by the NTN LT gNB from the 5G CN. They are encapsulated into tunnels and transported over a terrestrial link.
- Uplink flows related to the NTN NT UE (both in user and control planes), received by the 5G CN from the NTN LT gNB, are encapsulated into tunnels and transported over a terrestrial link.
- The CoS of each tunnel is adapted to NTN NT UE CoS flows, in both directions.

Mobility management and Paging of NTN enabled NT UE (NTN NT UE) to take into account specifics of NTN cell mobility & pattern.

Roaming of the moving NTN NT UE from one PLMN to another one.

Define QoS provided to NTN NT UE services, especially in terms latency and throughput, based on 5G QoS [7].

The following is just a question of network engineering, without any impact on 3GPP: Define the NTN NT UE QoS flows mapping to NTN NT UE Radio Bearers, as UE management applies to NTN NT UE.
In addition, timers associated to messages at Ni reference points \((i = 1, 2, 3)\) may be extended for data, signalling exchanges between the NTN NT UE and the NTN gNB, 5G CN, in order to face longer propagation delay.

In order to seamlessly integrate the NTN 5G RAN in the architecture:

- The NTN 5G RAN supports network slicing.
- These network slices are managed by the Orchestrator or the NMS component of the NTN that interfaces the Orchestrator.

### 6.3 Scenario A2 - Indirect 3GPP access

#### 6.3.1 Principles

This architecture targets an end-to-end system from the UE perspective. It is considered that this architecture includes the architecture of the scenario A1. But in the scenario A2, the NTN NT UE is a UE acting as relay, between the local RAN and the NTN 5G RAN.

The related architecture is summarized in the Figure 6.

**Figure 6: Scenario A2 - Option 1 - Indirect 3GPP Access with bent-pipe payload**

The figure above entails:

- Data Network
- 5G CN serving UEs and interworking with RANs (gNBs)
- 5G CN, serving the NTN NT UE and interworking with NTN 5G RANs
- Non-Terrestrial Network that transports UP and CP of the UE passing through the gNB and CP of the gNB. The NTN also encompasses a 5G RAN, named “NTN 5G RAN”, encompassing one or several centralized NTN LT gNBs, each NTN LT gNB being linked to one or several NTN gateways and serving the NTN enabled NT UEs.
- NTN enabled network termination UEs (NTN NT UEs)
- RAN serving UEs. In the scenario A2, the RAN is 3GPP defined.
- UEs accessing 5G services
- Integrated management systems (Orchestrator / NMS)
An alternative “scenario A2 option 2”, assumes a distributed architecture for the NTN enabled gNB with respectively CU (Central Unit) and DU (Distributed Unit) functions. It is described in appendix A.4.4.

The scenario A2 can support amongst others, the use case “5.8 Indirect connection through a 5G satellite access network” of 3GPP TR 22.822 [23] (bent-pipe satellite case).

The 5G CN may be operated by either the MNO or the NTN operator, depending on business model that is outside the scope of this document.

5G UE accesses the 5G Core Network via an access point (3GPP or non-3GPP defined) which is served by an NTN implementing a 3GPP defined NR-Radio access (see note 1). The NTN NT UE provides a 5G CN access to the RAN and its 5G UEs.

In this scenario, the NTN NT UE is enhanced with capability to interwork with gNB(s). The NTN NT UE is still a NTN terminal.

In terms of implementation, the NTN NT UE is either standalone equipment connected to the RAN (gNB) serving the 5G UE or integrated with the gNB within the same equipment, named “NTN enabled Relay UE” (NTN relay UE).

Note 1: In this case, the native 5G NR radio interface is used between the NTN NT UE and the satellite, with potential adaptations to take into account satellite / HAPS deployment specificities.

The NTN of scenario A2 implements a 3GPP NR Radio Access and thus, all 5G protocol layers, with consideration of NTN constraints. The main characteristics of the scenario A2 are following:

- The UE access is called “3GPP defined NTN NR-Radio Access”
- The NTN, as a 3GPP NR RAN, is trusted, and
- The UE management applies to the NTN terminal

### 6.3.2 Logical architecture

The logical architecture with a remote gNB interworking with the 5G CN, is depicted in the Figure 7. The messages at Ni reference points to be transported by the NTN are also depicted.
The NTN encompasses:
- NTN enabled network termination UEs (NTN NT UEs)
- NTN 5G RAN. It is supported by the 5G Core Network. This RAN includes both the space/aerial segment and the ground segment.

The NTN endorses the roles of:
- a 5G transport network for UEs,
- a 5G RAN with 3GPP access.

The figure above mainly depicts the control, user planes of the UE.
In this approach, a single 5G CN serves both the UE and the NTN NT UE. The 5G CN also serves both the local gNBs and the NTN LT gNB.
In the scenario A2, the interface between NTN NT UE and the NTN LT gNB is NR, in order to re-use “UE management”, applied to NTN NT UE. It is a major assumption for the scenario A2.
The control, user planes of the NTN NT UE are the same as for scenario A1 and not depicted here (see The 5G Core Networks may be operated by either the MNO or the NTN operator, depending on business model that is outside the scope of this document.
section 6.2). NTN NT UE radio bearers are created/removed as done for scenario A1.

The NTN supports interfaces to:
- 5G Orchestrator/NMS (Network Management Systems) of the 5G system including the NTN components
- A 3GPP access network serving the UEs.
- 5G Core Network, serving the UEs and interworking with RANs (local gNBs)

5G Interfaces (reference points) are implemented with the following logic:
- NR (for UE service) is implemented in the local RAN (gNB), between the UE and the RAN (gNB)
• NR (for NTN NT UE service) is implemented over the satellite or HAPS links, between the NTN NT UE and the NTN LT gNB
• N1 (for UE service) and N1 for NTN NT UE are implemented between the considered UE and the AMF
• N2 (for RAN & UE service) is implemented between the gNB and the AMF
• N2 (for NTN NT UE service) is implemented between the NTN LT gNB and the AMF
• N3 (for NTN NT UE service) is implemented between the NTN LT gNB and the UPF
• New Mnx reference point is implemented between the gNB and the NTN NT UE
• New Mngw reference point is implemented between the NTN GW and the NTN LT gNB(s)

Considerations on protocol layers implementation are provided in Appendices A.4.2 and A.7. For further details on UE Radio Bearers transport and their mapping to NTN UE Radio Bearers (over the air) and tunnels (in the ground segment), please see Appendix A.4.2.

Further considerations on NTN implementation are provided in appendix A.6.

6.3.3 Considerations on 3GPP procedures implementation in NTN

6.3.3.1 Relaying

In this section, Relaying function / capacity mean transfer function / capacity, for both forward and return directions.

For the UE Indirect access, the relaying functions of UE signalling and UE data, starts in the local gNB. They are forwarded to the NTN NT UE.

UE signalling and UE data are then sent by the NTN NT UE, towards the 5G core network serving the NTN NT UE and the gNB, across the satellite service link, the satellite and the feeder link and is achieved upon received by.

The NTN NT UE has relaying capacity for the UEs and the gNB that it serves. The NTN NT UE relays the UP and the CP of the UEs, passing through the gNB, and the CP of the gNB.

The NTN NT UE Radio Bearers between NTN NT UE and NTN LT gNB are established/released by the NR Data Link (RLC for the CP Signalling Radio Bearer and PDCP for the UP Data Radio Bearers) core network, serving the UEs.

Mechanisms inherited from 3GPP 4G Relaying functions [8] [9] may be re-used and adapted for 5G. See section 5.2 for an overview of the Indirect 3GPP access architecture based on 3GPP relaying.

As an alternative to this logical architecture and according to [8] and [9], a Relay Node (RN), at UEs side, could operate the UEs instead of the gNB, interworking with a remote DeNB (Donor eNodeB), at CN side.

But these mechanisms needs to be consolidated in 5G as:

- The Relaying framework [8] is based on 4G Network Entities and not so 5G NF oriented. Further changes are required to fully integrate 5G NF [7] into a relaying framework.
- The mobility management of the RN (see note 1) is not currently specified in R15
- The equivalent of the DeNB (Donor eNodeB) is not currently specified for the 5G CN
- Note that a node type, performing relaying mechanisms and inherited from Relay Node (respectively from Donor eNB), named “IAB Node” (respect. “IAB Donor”) is described in 3GPP TR 38.874 Release 15 [22] Release 15. This document is under construction.

It is proposed to define a NTN enabled relay UE (see section 6.3.5).

The NTN enabled relay UE (see the definition), when used, enables an high integration of both gNB and NTN enabled network termination UE (NTN NT UE) functions.

Note 1: see “mobility management” as defined in §3.1.
6.3.3.2 Transport of CP, UP of UE and CP of the local gNB

Data and Signalling Radio Bearers per NTN NT UE are established and released by the Data Link layers, between the NTN NT UE and the NTN LT gNB, according to 3GPP TS 38.300 [17]. They are established and prior to the UE Data Radio Bearers and UE Signalling Bearers establishment. See appendix A.4.1.1 for an overview of the NTN NT UE Data Radio Bearers.

QoS rules, UE QoS Flows encapsulation into NTN NT UE QoS flows and mapping NTN NT UE QoS flows to NTN NT UE Radio Bearers (signalling and data) need to be specified and may have potential impact on 3GPP (see section 8).

3GPP tunneling mechanisms over the terrestrial links are used as is for UEs. UE Signalling/Data Bearers can be transported:
- Into NTN Data Radio Bearers, over the air and
- Into GTP tunnels, over terrestrial links, from the NTN LT gNB to the 5G Core Network. The use of tunnels reduces the time for routing.

See protocol stacks instanciation in appendix A.4.2.1 for further details.

The UP and the CP of the UEs are transported in the UP of the NTN, with an appropriate CoS of NTN NT UE bearer that is characterized by parameters such as GBR or non GBR, with/without latency objective. This solution better fits high density of UEs and huge traffic coming from/to UEs to serve, rather than the other one which consists to transport CP of the UEs over the CP of the NTN NT UE. Moreover, this solution, inherited from relaying mechanisms [8] [9] is then less disruptive in regards of 3GPP specifications.

The CP between the 5G CN and the NTN LT gNB serving the UEs, is transported by the UP of the NTN: The messages/PDUs of N2, N3 reference points are transported by the UP of the NTN 5G RAN.

See Appendix A.8 for further information related to the transport of CP, UP of UE and the transport of CP of the gNB, over dedicated protocols layers per scenario.

For further considerations on Radio Bearers between the NTN NT UE and the NTN LT gNB and tunnels between the NTN LT gNB and the Core Network, please see the Appendix A.4.2.

6.3.3.3 Multiplexing node

In scenario A2, as multiplexer node, the NTN NT UE has aggregating capacities: it aggregates UE traffic and UE signalling coming from the gNB(s) linked to it, as multiple UEs may be served by a given gNB. Multiple gNBs can be connected to one NTN NT UE.

6.3.3.4 Access and Mobility managements

The UEs is moving from a cell to another, relatively to the serving NTN NT UE and gNB.

In the case of Non-GEO satellite, only the NTN NT UE may move from a beam to another. The area where the NTN enabled NT UE is located/tracked by the gNB and the 5G CN.

The UE management (such as Connection, PDU session, mobility, radio resource) applies to the NTN NT UE. Possible benefit is to re-use 3GPP procedures [10], saving effort during the system specification, implementation & validation phases.

6.3.4 Performance considerations

Performance considerations as described in section 6.2.4 for NTN 5G RAN apply to this section too.
Furthermore, there is an opportunity to coordinate the Control Planes of the UEs, the gNBs, the NTN NT UE and the NTN LT gNB, especially in terms of Radio Resource Allocation, capacity sizing and mobility management.

To do so:
- The CP of the gNB is visible into the CP of the NTN NT UE and the CP of the NTN LT gNB.
- The gNB, the NTN NT UE and the NTN LT gNB may share spectrum, for a better use of the spectrum.

The expected benefits of a coordination at CP level are:
- An automatic, seamless frequency sharing between the ground segment and the space segment.
- Real time allocation of an amount of bandwidth on the satellite link (with a GBR scheme) that fits the required bandwidth for the set of served UEs. As the bandwidth is defined by the allocated radio resource, it may lead to reduce the amount of required resource and reduce the unused resource, in a GBR, resource sharing scheme.

The coordination between the gNB(s) and the NTN NT UE may be also operated at management plane level, under the control of an orchestrator interfacing the NMS components of the gNB(s) and the NTN LT gNB. The coordination at CP level and at management level can complete each other.

Other performances considerations are discussed in Appendix A.8, provided by the relaying and multiplexing functions in the NTN NT UE.

Note that a local Data Network (DN) may be optionally implemented at NTN NT UE side, for local traffic (data plane flows) exchanges.

6.3.5 Potential areas of impact on 3GPP system architecture

All the impacts below that apply to NTN NT UE also apply to the NTN Relay UE when present, as the NTN Relay UE integrates the NTN NT UE.

Definition of:
- “Relay UE” which endorses both roles of multiplexer node for the return direction & de-multiplexer node for the forward direction. This Relay UE implements local gNB function and network termination UE functions. Note that it also corresponds to the IAB-node (Integrated Access Backhaul node) being defined in TR 38.874 [22]
- “Line termination gNB” (LT gNB) which serves a Relay UE or a network termination UE (NT UE). It corresponds to IAB-donor RAN node being defined in TR 38.874 [22]

Definitions related to NTN:
- “NTN enabled relay UE” is a “Relay UE” able to be served by a NTN access. This NTN enabled relay UE implements a local gNB function and NTN enabled network termination UE functions.
- “NTN enabled network termination UE” (NTN NT UE) is a network termination UE that terminates a NTN Service Link. It may be integrated in a NTN enabled relay UE or be a standalone equipment. The NTN enabled network termination UE interfaces a dedicated gNB, namely the NTN enabled line termination gNB (NTN LT gNB) and a Core Network, via satellite or aerial link(s).
- “NTN enabled line termination gNB” (NTN LT gNB) is a gNB able to serve NTN NT UE via NTN infrastructure

Definition of a reference point “Mnx” between the local gNB and the NTN enabled network termination UE (NTN NT UE). This reference point conveys:
• Uplink flows related to UE and gNB (both in user and control planes), received by the NTN NT UE from the local gNB, are classified into NTN NT UE CoS and mapped to the relevant NTN NT UE radio bearers (data and signalling bearers per NTN NT UE) by the NTN NT UE, in order to transport them to the NTN LT gNB.
• Downlink flows related to UE and gNB (both in user and control planes) received by the NTN NT UE, are extracted from NTN NT UE radio bearers (data and signalling bearers per NTN NT UE) each associated to a NTN CoS, in order to transport them to the local gNB.
• Each NTN NT UE radio bearer is associated to a relevant NTN NT UE CoS, for both directions.

Definition of a reference point “Mngw” between the NTN Gateway and the NTN enabled line termination gNB (NTN LT gNB). This reference point conveys:
• Downlink flows related to UE and gNB (both in user and control planes) received by the NTN LT gNB from the 5G CN. They are encapsulated into NTN NT UE radio bearers (data and signalling bearers per NTN NT UE) and transported to the NTN Gateway, over a terrestrial link (wireless or wired link).
• Uplink flows related to UE and gNB (both in user and control planes), received by the NTN LT gNB. They are transported to the NTN LT gNB, over a terrestrial link, encapsulated into NTN NT UE radio bearers (data and signalling bearers per NTN NT UE).
• Each NTN NT UE QoS flow is associated to the relevant NTN NT UE radio bearer CoS (type), for both directions.

Apart from its name and proposal positioning in the 3GPP System Architecture, the “Mngw” reference point is outside 3GPP, like the Y1, Y2, NWu reference points in the case of Non-3GPP Accesss Network, in 3GPP TS 23.501 [7]. In other words, “Mngw” implementation is out of the scope of 3GPP.

While at the interface between the NTN LT gNB and the 5G CN:
• Downlink flows related to UE and gNB (both in user and control planes), received by the NTN LT gNB from the 5G CN. They are encapsulated into tunnels and transported over a terrestrial link to the NTN LT gNB.
• Uplink flows related to UE and gNB (both in user and control planes), received by the NTN LT gNB are encapsulated into tunnels and transported to the 5G CN, over a terrestrial link.
• The CoS of each tunnel is adapted to the NTN NT UE QoS flows, for both directions.

Mobility management and Paging of the moving UE and the moving NTN NT UE to take into account specifics of NTN cell mobility & pattern. Mobility management considerations are described in section 6.3.3.4.

Roaming of the moving UE and the moving NTN NT UE from one PLMN to another one.

Logical synchronization between the 3GPP system procedures of each NTN NT UE and the UE connected to it:
• Initial access of each NTN NT UE and connected UE
• Connection management of each NTN NT UE and connected UE
• PDU session management of each NTN UE and connected UE
• Mobility management of each NTN NT UE and connected UE:
- Location/Tracking Area, Paging
- Handover

- L2/L3 point of presence of each NTN NT UE and connected UE
  - The point of presence is known by each entity along the chain (NTN RAN and 5G CN)
  - The point of presence of the NTN NT UE and UE may be linked in order to simplify 3GPP system procedures such as UE location, UE paging, UE Data and UE signalling transfer / routing tables to UE, NTN NT UE handover while the UE are connected to the NTN NT UE.

Define QoS provided to UE services, for UE that have an NTN indirect access, especially in terms of latency and throughput, based on 5G QoS [7].

Define encapsulation of UE QoS flows into NTN NT UE QoS flows, as the NTN NT UE endorses a multiplexer role, in terms of QoS rules and QoS flow mapping [7].

Define the NTN NT UE QoS flows mapping to NTN NT UE Radio Bearers, in order to transport UE QoS flows and NTN NT UE QoS flows with the appropriate QoS.

In addition, timers associated to messages at Ni reference points (i = 1, 2, 3) may be extended, to face longer propagation delay:

- for UE data, signalling exchanges with the 5G CN.
- for NTN NT UE data, signalling exchanges with the NTN gNB and the 5G CN.

In order to seamlessly integrate the NTN 5G RAN in the architecture:

- The NTN 5G RAN supports network slicing.
- These network slices are managed by the Orchestrator or the NMS component of the NTN that interfaces the Orchestrator.

The justification, whether or not, to define a new reference point “Mngw” between the NTN GW and the NTN line termination gNBs (NTN LT gNBs) and implementation aspects of Mngw are discussed hereafter.

In the case, the NTN GW and the NTN line termination gNB (NTN LT gNB) are merged / implemented into the same equipment, this reference point does not exist: the interface is internal to the NTN Relay UE. By convention the term “NTN line termination gNBs” stands both for NTN GW and the gNB.

A way to implement Mngw consists to use the 3GPP F1 interface, as following:

- The NTN LT gNB implements a gNB-CU (Central Unit), serving the gNB-DU(s) and the NTN NT UEs
- The NTN GW implements a gNB-DU, serving the NTN NT UEs
- The NTN LT gNB and the NTN GW interworks via a standardized interface
- The NTN NT UE Bearers can be set up at the initiative of both NTN GW (as gNB-DU) and NTN LT gNB (as gNB-CU). An admission control is processed at each side, to check if the Radio Resource are available.

Considerations on End-end protocols layers implementation, including F1 interface are given in Appendix A.4.3.
According to [15], the “F1 UE context management function” supports the establishment and modification of the necessary overall UE context. This is applicable to NTN NT UE context:

- **DRBs and SRBs of an NTN NT UE can be managed i.e DRB and SRB radio resources can be established, modified, and released:**
  - The establishment and modification of DRB resources are triggered by the NTN LT gNB (as gNB-CU) and
  - Accepted/rejected by the NTN GW (as gNB-DU) based on resource reservation information and QoS information to be provided to the NTN GW (gNB-DU).
- The mapping between QoS flows and radio bearers is performed by the NTN LT gNB (as gNB-CU) and the granularity of bearer related management over F1 is radio bearer level.
  - In particular, to support packet duplication for intra-gNB-DU Carrier Aggregation (CA) as described in TS 38.300 [16], one data radio bearer is configured with two GTP-U tunnels between NTN LT gNB (gNB-CU) and a NTN GW (gNB-DU).

The benefits of Mngw implementation using the 3GPP F1 interface is discussed as following:

- “Mngw” may be fully implemented by an F1 interface implementation.
- Otherwise, without F1 interface implementation, apart from its name and proposal positioning in the 3GPP System Architecture, the “Mngw” reference point is outside 3GPP, like the Y1, Y2, NWu reference points in the case of Non-3GPP Access Network, in 3GPP TS 23.501 [7]. In other words, in this case, “Mngw” implementation is out of the scope of 3GPP.
- According to [15], the F1 interface is open and a gNB-CU may interwork with several gNB-Ds. The vendor of the gNB-CU may be different from this of the gNB-CU.
- Mobility inter NTN GW, for a given NTN LT gNB is handled, according to the “Inter-gNB-DU Mobility for intra-NR” principle as specified in [24]. As an application the SRB and the DRB of the NTN NT UE are automatically reconfigured and the continuity of user services is supported, when the Feeder Link switches from a NTN GW to another one, for any reason such as:
  - Predictable reasons:
    - In a Non-GEO vehicles constellation context, the moving vehicle serving the Feeder Links is planned to change
    - The vehicle of the NTN GW serving the Feeder Link are planned to change, due to low budget link forecast
  - Unpredictable reason: the vehicle serving or the NTN GW serving the Feeder Link fails
6.4 Scenario A3 - Indirect mixed 3GPP NTN access

6.4.1 Principles

This architecture targets an end-to-end system from the UE perspective. It implements an Indirect UE access to the 5G CN with NR Data Link layers mapped to non-3GPP L2, L1 layers. This access is named “mixed 3GPP access”, as this non 3GPP access supports the interface with the 5G CN and 3GPP system procedures and uses 5G upper protocol layers (see section 3.1) mapped over non-3GPP Layer 2, Layer 1. It is the reason why the achieved NTN is named “mixed”. Layer 1 is another wording for Physical layer, and Layer 2 stands for Data Link.

In the scenario A3, the NTN NT UE is a UE acting as relay, between the local RAN and the mixed 3GPP NTN Access Network.

The related architecture is summarized in the Figure 8:

![Figure 8: Scenario A3 - Indirect mixed 3GPP NTN access with bent-pipe payload](image)

The figure above entails:

- Data Network
- 5G CN serving UEs and interworking with RANs (gNBs)
- 5G CN, serving the NTN NT UE and interworking with NTN 5G RANs
- Non-Terrestrial Network that transports UP and CP of the UE passing through the gNB and CP of the gNB. The NTN also encompasses a 5G RAN, named “NTN 5G RAN”, encompassing one or several centralized NTN LT gNBs (for option 1), each NTN LT gNB being linked to one or several NTN gateways and serving the NTN enabled NT UEs.
- NTN enabled network termination UEs (NTN NT UEs)
- RAN serving UEs. In the scenario A3, the RAN is 3GPP defined.
- UEs accessing 5G services
- Integrated management systems (Orchestrator / NMS)

The scenario A3 can support amongst others, the use case “5.8 Indirect connection through a 5G satellite access network” of 3GPP TR 22.822 [23] (bent-pipe satellite case), but with a mixed 3GPP NTN access network instead of a 3GPP defined NTN NR-Radio Access network.

The 5G CN may be operated by either the MNO or the NTN operator, depending on business model that is outside the scope of this document.

In this scenario, 5G UE accesses the 5G Core Network via an access (3GPP or non-3GPP defined) which is served by a NTN access network which supports 5G upper protocols layers (see section 3.1), 3GPP system procedures [10] and all RAN-5CN interfaces but makes use of a non-3GPP physical layer.

Considerations on protocol layers implementation:
The following protocol layers may be implemented in the NTN, both in UP and CP:

- In CP: 5G upper layers (see the definition for the CP), adaptation of NR Data Link Layers (see the definition) over non-3GPP layer 2 and physical layer and support of NAS-SM, NAS-MM layers
- In UP: 5G upper layers (see the definition for the UP), adaptation of NR Data Link layers over non-3GPP Layer 2 and physical layer

These layers adaptations need further study. They may be in the ETSI scope but are not in the scope of 3GPP.

In the scenario A3, this Indirect 3GPP like access is considered as trusted, by definition. The 5G CN interworks with a remote gNB via a trusted mixed 3GPP NTN access network.

The mixed 3GPP NTN access is an intermediate solution laying between 3GPP access and Non-3GPP access. It is trusted and like in Scenario A2, it avoids implementing N3IWF [7] and mandatory security protocols (see note 1). Moreover, most of the 5G RAN protocols of the 3GPP access can be re-used. This simplifies the 5G protocols stacks and the 5G procedures implementation.

Note 1: In the case the access is considered as an untrusted 3GPP access, a N3IWF [7] interworking proxy will be required, including IPSec tunnel establishment between N3IWF and the gNB serving the 5G UEs: see scenario A5.

Implementation of 3GPP mixed access is outside the scope of current 3GPP standardization, and therefore, implementation dependent.

In the scenario A3, the NTN NT UE is still a NTN terminal but enhanced with capability to interwork with gNB(s). As an alternative, a NTN enabled relay UE (respectively NTN relay UE) may be deployed instead of the NTN NT UE and the gNB, as a NTN relay UE endorses both roles.

The NTN of scenario A3 is agnostic of the Non-3GPP Data Link layers (L2) and the Non-3GPP physical layer (L1) but implements 5G upper protocol layers.

The main characteristics of the scenario A3 are following:

- The UE access is called “mixed 3GPP NTN access”;
- The NTN is trusted, according to network operators agreement and
- The UE management applies to the NTN terminal

### 6.4.2 Logical architecture

The logical architecture for Scenario A3 is depicted in the Figure 9. It is close to the architecture of the scenario A2, with a remote gNB interworking with the 5G CN but via a trusted mixed 3GPP NTN access network.

The messages at Ni reference points to be transported by the NTN are also depicted.
The NTN encompasses:
- NTN enabled network termination UEs (NTN NT UEs)
- A mixed 3GPP NTN access network. It is supported by the 5G Core Network. This access network includes both the space/aerial segment and the ground segment.

The NTN endorses the roles of a 5G transport network for UEs, an access network with a mixed 3GPP NTN access.

The figure above mainly depicts the control, user planes of the UE.
In this approach, a single 5G CN serves both the UE and the NTN NT UE. The 5G CN also serves both the local gNB and the NTN LT gNB.
In the scenario A3, the interface between NTN NT UE and the NTN LT gNB is mixed, inherited from NR, in order to re-use “UE management”, applied to NTN NT UE. It is a major assumption for the scenario A3.

The CP and UP of the NTN NT UE in the scenario A3 is not depicted here, is close to the CP and UP of the NTN NT UE as described in the scenario A2 (see section 6.2), but with a mixed 3GPP NTN access for scenario A3. The creation and release of the NTN NT UE “radio transport containers” is implementation dependant and out of 3GPP scope because 3GPP specifies Radio Bearers and not “radio transport containers”.

The 5G Core Networks may be operated by either the MNO or the NTN operator, depending on business model that is outside the scope of this document.

The NTN supports interfaces:
- 5G Orchestrator/NMS (Network Management Systems) of the 5G system including the NTN components
- A 3GPP access network (RAN) serving the UEs.
- 5G Core Network, serving the UEs and interworking with RANs

5G Interfaces (reference points) are implemented with the following logic:
• NR (for UE service) is implemented in the local RAN, between the UE and the RAN (gNB)
• NR over non-3GPP Data Link and non-3GPP physical layer (for NTN NT UE service, as explained in section 6.4.1) is implemented over the satellite or HAPS links, between the NTN NT UE and the NTN LT gNB
• N1 (for UE service) and N1 for NTN NT UE are implemented between the considered UE and the AMF
• N2 (for RAN & UE service) is implemented between the gNB and the AMF
• N2 (for NTN NT UE service) is implemented between the NTN LT gNB and the AMF
• N3 (for NTN NT UE service) is implemented between the NTN LT gNB and the UPF
• N3 (for RAN & UE service) is implemented between the gNB and the UPF
• New Mnux reference point is implemented between the gNB and the NTN NT UE
• New Mngw reference point is implemented between the NTN GW and the NTN LT gNB(s)

Further considerations on NTN implementation are provided in appendix A.6.

6.4.3 Considerations on 3GPP procedures implementation in NTN

6.4.3.1 Relaying

Same as for scenario A2.

6.4.3.2 Transport of CP, UP of UE and CP of the local gNB

For the Scenario A3, the NTN NT UE Radio Bearers may be implemented as NTN NT UE Radio Transport Containers, between NTN NT UE and NTN LT gNB. These Radio Transport Containers could be established/configured/maintained/released by an adapted version of the L3 RRC, taking into account the specificities of the non-3GPP physical layer and the non-3GPP layer 2. The Radio Transport Containers implementation depends on these non-3GPP layers.

Recall: In 3GPP R15, L3 RRC establishes, configures, maintains and releases the UE Signalling Radio Bearers of the CP and the UE Data Radio Bearers of the UP physical layer.

QoS rules, UE QoS Flows encapsulation into NTN NT UE QoS flows and mapping NTN NT UE QoS flows to NTN NT UE Data Radio Transport Containers (signalling and data) need to be studied. Their potential impacts on 3GPP is discussed in section 8. This study is out of the scope of 3GPP but may be in ETSI scope.

3GPP tunneling mechanisms over the terrestrial links are used as is for UEs. UE Signalling / Data Bearers are transported:

• Into NTN Data Radio Transport Containers (depending on the NTN radio transport container technology), over the air and
• Into GTP tunnels, on terrestrial links, from the NTN LT gNB, to the 5G Core Network. The use of tunnels reduces the time for routing.

Like for the scenario A2, the UP and the CP of the UEs are transported in the UP of the NTN, with an appropriate CoS (to be defined) of NTN NT UE Radio Transport Container that may be characterized by parameters such as GBR or non GBR, with/without latency objective. This solution better fits high density of UEs and huge traffic coming from / to UEs to serve, rather than the other one which consists to transport CP of the UEs over the CP of the NTN NT UE.

Moreover, this solution, inherited from relaying mechanisms [8] [9] is then less disruptive in regards of 3GPP specifications.

The CP between the 5G CN and the NTN LT gNB serving the UEs, is transported by the UP of the NTN: The messages / the PDUs of N2, N3 reference points are transported by the UP of the mixed 3GPP NTN access network.
See Appendix A.8 for further information related to the transport of CP, UP of UE and the transport of CP of the gNB, over dedicated protocols layers per scenario.

In the scenario A3, an adaptation of NTN NT UE Radio Bearers is needed as non-3GPP Data Link and non-3GPP physical layer are implemented, instead of the native NR Data Link and NR Physical layers. The wording “Radio Transport Container” for NTN NT UE is used instead of “Radio Bearer”. These radio transport containers could be established / released by the Non-3GPP Data Link at upper NR Data Link demands, as close as it is done for NR Radio Bearers, in order to mitigate the effort adaptation. This adaptation is out of the 3GPP scope and could be studied in ETSI.

For further considerations on UE Radio Transport Containers, please see sections 6.4.5 and 8.

### 6.4.3.3 Multiplexing node

Same as for scenario A2.

### 6.4.3.4 Access and Mobility managements

The UEs is moving from a cell to another, relatively to the serving NTN NT UE and gNB. In the case of Non-GEO satellite, only the NTN NT UE may move from a beam to another. The area where the NTN NT UE is located / tracked by the local gNB and the 5G CN.

The access of the NTN NT UE to the 5G CN via the NTN needs to be adapted from UE 3GPP access management, to the Non-3GPP layer 2 and physical layer.

Like in the scenario A2:
The UE management (such as connection, PDU session, mobility, radio resource) applies to the NTN NT UE. Possible benefit is to re-use 3GPP procedures [10], saving effort during the system specification, implementation & validation phases.

### 6.4.4 Performance considerations

There is an opportunity to coordinate the Control Planes of the gNBs and the NTN NT UE, especially in terms of mobility management.

To do so, the CP of the gNB is partially visible into the CP of the NTN NT UE and the CP of the NTN LT gNB, in terms of mobility management.

Moreover, the expected benefits of a coordination between the gNB(s) and the NTN NT UE under the control of an orchestrator and the NMS components, in the management plane, are:
- Frequency sharing between the ground segment and the space segment
- Capacity sizing: Allocation of an amount of bandwidth on the satellite link (with a GBR scheme) that provisions the required bandwidth for the set of served UEs.

Other performances considerations are discussed in Appendix A.8, provided by the relaying and multiplexing functions in the NTN NT UE.

Note that a local Data Network (DN) may be optionally implemented at NTN NT UE side, for local traffic (data plane flows) exchanges.
6.4.5 Potential areas of impact on 3GPP system architecture

All the impacts below that apply to NTN NT UE also apply to the NTN Relay UE when present, as the NTN Relay UE integrates the NTN NT UE.

Like for scenario A2, definition of:

- “Relay UE” which endorses both roles of multiplexer node for the return direction & de-multiplexer node for the forward direction. This Relay UE implements local gNB function and network termination UE functions. Note that it also corresponds to the IAB-node (Integrated Access Backhaul node) being defined in TR 38.874 [22]
- “Line termination gNB” (LT gNB) which serves a Relay UE or a network termination UE (NT UE). It corresponds to IAB-donor RAN node being defined in TR 38.874 [22]

And NTN related definitions:

- “NTN enabled relay UE” is a “Relay UE” able to be served by a NTN access. This NTN enabled relay UE implements a local gNB function and NTN enabled network termination UE functions.
- “NTN enabled network termination UE” (NTN NT UE) is a network termination UE that terminates a NTN Service Link. It may be integrated in a NTN enabled relay UE or be a standalone equipment. The NTN enabled network termination UE interfaces a dedicated gNB, namely the NTN enabled line termination gNB (NTN LT gNB) and a Core Network, via satellite or aerial link(s).
- “NTN enabled line termination gNB” (NTN LT gNB) is a gNB able to serve NTN enabled NT UE via NTN infrastructure

Definition of a reference point “Mnx” between the local gNB and the NTN NT UE. This reference point conveys:

- Uplink flows related to UE and gNB (both in the user and control planes) received by the NTN NT UE from the local gNB are classified into NTN NT UE CoS and mapped to the relevant NTN NT UE radio transport containers (data and signalling containers per NTN NT UE) by the NTN NT UE, in order to transport them to the NTN LT gNB.
- Downlink flows related to UE and gNB (both in the user and control planes) received by the NTN NT UE, are extracted from NTN NT UE radio transport containers (data and signalling containers per NTN NT UE) each associated to a NTN CoS, in order to transported them to the local gNB.
- Each NTN NT UE radio transport container is associated to a relevant NTN NT UE CoS, for both directions.

Definition of a reference point “Mngw” between the NTN Gateway and the NTN enabled line termination gNB (NTN LT gNB). This reference point conveys:

- Downlink flows related to UE and gNB (both in user and control planes) received by the NTN LT gNB from the 5G CN. They are encapsulated into NTN NT UE radio transport containers (data and signalling containers per NTN NT UE) and transported to the NTN Gateway, over a terrestrial link (wireless or wired link)signalling.
- Uplink flows related to UE and gNB (both in user and control planes), received by the NTN Gateway. They are transported to the NTN LT gNB, over a terrestrial link, encapsulated into NTN NT UE radio transport containers (data and signalling containers per NTN NT UE).
- Each NTN NT UE QoS flow is associated to the relevant NTN NT UE radio transport container CoS, for both directions.

Apart from its name and proposal positioning in the 3GPP System Architecture, the “Mngw” reference point is outside 3GPP, like the Y1, Y2, NWu reference points in the case of Non-3GPP Accesss Network, in 3GPP TS 23.501 [7]. In other words, “Mngw” implementation is out of the scope of 3GPP.

While at the interface between the NTN LT gNB and the 5G CN:

- Downlink flows related to UE and gNB (both in the user and control planes), received by the NTN LT gNB from the 5G CN. They are encapsulated into tunnels and transported over a terrestrial link to the NTN LT gNB.
- Uplink flows related to UE and gNB (both in the user and control planes), received by the NTN LT gNB are encapsulated into tunnels and transported to the 5G CN, over a terrestrial link.
- The CoS of each tunnel is adapted to NTN NT UE QoS flows, for both directions.

Mobility management and Paging of the moving UE and the moving NTN NT UE to take into account specifics of NTN cell mobility & pattern. Mobility management considerations are described in section 6.4.3.4.

Roaming of the moving UE and the moving NTN NT UE from one PLMN to another one.

Logical synchronization between the 3GPP system procedures of each NTN NT UE and the UE connected to it:
- Initial access of each NTN NT UE and connected UE
- Connection management of each NTN NT UE and connected UE
- PDU session management of each NTN UE and connected UE
- Mobility management of each NTN NT UE and connected UE:
  - Location/Tracking Area, Paging
  - Handover
- L2/L3 point of presence of each NTN NT UE and connected UE
  - The point of presence is known by each entity along the chain (NTN RAN and 5G CN)
  - The points of presence of the NTN NT UE and UE may be linked in order to simplify 3GPP system procedures such as UE location, UE paging, UE Data and UE signalling transfer / routing tables to UE, NTN NT UE handover while the UE are connected to the NTN NT UE.

Define QoS provided to UE services, for UE that have an NTN indirect access, especially in terms of latency and throughput, based on 5G QoS [7].

Define encapsulation of UE QoS flows into NTN NT UE QoS flows, as the NTN NT UE endorses a multiplexer role, in terms of QoS rules and QoS flow mapping [7].

Define the NTN NT UE QoS flows mapping to NTN NT UE Radio Transport Containers, in order to transport UE QoS flows and NTN NT UE QoS flows with the appropriate QoS.

In addition timers associated to messages at Ni reference points (i = 1, 2, 3) may be extended to face longer propagation delay:
• for UE data, signalling exchanges with the 5G CN.
• for NTN NT UE data, signalling exchanges with the NTN gNB and the 5G CN.

The following reference points have been identified. They depend on the adaptation of the mixed 3GPP NTN access to the non-3GPP layer 2 and physical layer. Apart from their name and respective positioning in the 3GPP system architecture, they are outside the 3GPP scope. However, they could be studied outside 3GPP.

Extend the “trusted network” definition to mixed 3GPP network, according to network operators agreement.

In order to seamless integrate the mixed 3GPP NTN access network in the architecture:

• The mixed 3GPP NTN access network supports network slicing.
• These network slices are managed by the Orchestrator or the NMS component of the NTN that interfaces the Orchestrator.

Recommendations for further implementation:

Adapt NR Data Link over Non-3GPP data link and Non-3GPP physical layers, both in CP and UP. Note that this study it is out of 3GPP scope.

6.5 Scenario A4 – Indirect access via transport network

6.5.1 Principles

This architecture targets an end-to-end system from the UE perspective.

The related architecture is summarized in the Figure 10.

![Figure 10: Scenario A4 – Indirect access via an NTN transport network with bent-pipe payload](image)

The figure above entails:

• Data Network
• 5G CN serving UEs and interworking with RANs (gNBs)
• Trusted Non-Terrestrial Network that transports encapsulated flows between the 5G core network and the RAN (gNB), including UP and CP of the UE passing through the gNB and CP of the gNB
• NTN terminals (or VSATs) which are NTN terminations
• RAN serving UEs. In the scenario A4, the RAN is 3GPP defined.
• UE accessing 5G services
• Integrated management systems (Orchestrator / NMS)
The 5G CN may be operated by either the MNO or the NTN operator, depending on business model that is outside the scope of this document.

In the Figure 10, it is assumed that the 3GPP management system of the MNO (typically managing the UE, the gNB and the 5G CN) and the TN management system of the NTN operator, are integrated into a single management entity, depicted as “Orchestrator / NMS” in the figure. An alternative is to consider that they are not integrated but coordinated through dedicated interfaces, when the operators cannot share / merge the management systems, as specified in [26] and shortly described in Appendix “A.12 Coordination with management systems”.

In the scenario A4, the 5G UE accesses the 5G Core Network via an access (3GPP or non-3GPP defined) which is served by a NTN IP transport network, which is trusted, by definition of this scenario.

In this scenario, the NTN terminal is a “VSAT”, and not a “NTN NT UE” since:
- The UE management does not apply to this type of NTN terminal and thus, it cannot take any benefit for itself of 3GPP procedures such as Initial Access, Connection Management, PDU session management, Mobility Management, Radio Resource Management, through NR nor Ni interfaces (such as N1, N2, N3), as specified in [7] and listed in Appendix A.2.
- The Radio Resource allocated to the NTN terminal on the satellite service link, are managed by the Orchestrator & the NMS, at management plane only. This requires interface to the NTN terminal in order to proper operate it. When the management systems are not integrated, the radio resource allocation is more complex: coordination and interfaces are needed between the two NMS (the 3GPP management system and the TN management system) in order to allow indirect operation of the NTN terminal by the 3GPP management system.

In this scenario, the 5G network is agnostic of the NTN transport technology and the access type of the NTN terminal may be 3GPP access or Non-3GPP access.

The main characteristics of the scenario A4 are following:
- The NTN is trusted, according to network operators agreement
- The UE management does not apply to the NTN terminal
- Regarding the transport of the UP flows and the CP flows (such as N1, N2, N3 messages): The principle is to encapsulate them into IP packets (respect. into IEEE 802.1 ad/ah frames) and transport them across the NTN.

6.5.2 Logical architecture

The logical architecture with a remote gNB interworking with the 5G CN, is depicted in Figure 11. The messages at Ni reference points to be transported by the NTN are also depicted.
The NTN encompasses:

- NTN terminal (or VSAT) as NTN network termination
- The NTN access network. It is served by the 5G Core Network, in this scenario. The access network includes both the space/aerial segment and the ground segment.

The NTN endorses the roles of an NTN transport network for UEs and RANs and an NTN access network.

The figure above mainly depicts the control, user planes of the UE. The 5G CN serving the UE and the local RAN (gNB) serving the UE, is depicted in blue color.

The control, user planes of the NTN terminal (VSAT) is out of the scope of this document. The creation and release of NTN terminal radio transport containers are implementation dependant and out of 3GPP scope because 3GPP specifies Radio Bearers and not “radio transport containers”.

The NTN supports interfaces to:

- 5G Orchestrator/NMS (Network Management Systems) of the 5G system including the NTN components
- 5G Core Network, serving the UEs and interworking with RANs

The NTN terminal endorses the role of node multiplexer.

It provides an access to the 5G CN, for the local RAN (gNB) and an indirect access for the UEs that are served by the RAN (gNB), via the NTN transport network.

The NTN transports both UP and CP of UEs passing through the gNB and CP of the gNB. The NTN is considered as trusted, according to network operators agreement, in the scenario A4.

In this scenario, the NTN and the 5G Core networks are coordinated via a 5G Orchestrator and the 5G NMS (Network Management Systems), at management level. The UP & CP of the NTN and those of the 5G system are coordinated & configured via the management plane. In other words, there is no direct coordination between UP & CP of both systems, but User Planes interworking, configured by management plane.

An Orchestrator manages the resource (routing, computing, cloud in each nodes) of the 5G system virtualized network infrastructure. The orchestrator either directly manages the resource of the NTN network infrastructure or interfaces with the NMS of the NTN transparent network.
In this case, the resource of NTN are not mandatory virtualized. The 5G system supports network slicing of the resources. The NTN network implements network slicing and/or network partitioning. These partitions, when provided, are managed as network slices by the Orchestrator. The NTN supports network slices interface management.

Any transport technology and physical layer for the NTN can be implemented, such as DVB-S2(X), for the forward link and DVB-RCS(2), for the return link. Any access technology can be provided such as IP access.

Note that the considered access does not currently conform to any R15 5G access network type, neither 3GPP nor Non-3GPP access and is currently considered as untrusted in [7]. Assuming that the 3GPP specification [7] could change in order to let the NTN operator and the MNO to achieve an agreement, this Non-3GPP access type could be considered as trusted. With this assumption, the 3GPP procedures (as specified in [10] for R15) could be implemented over the NTN and messages at Ni interfaces (such as N1, N2, N3, as specified in [7] and listed in appendix A.2), could be transported over the NTN, without the use of any security proxy.

5G Interfaces (reference points) are implemented with the following logic:

- NR (for UE service) is implemented in the local RAN, between the UE and the RAN (gNB)
- N1 (for UE service) is implemented between the considered UE and the AMF
- N2 (for RAN & UE service) is implemented between the gNB and the AMF
- N3 (for RAN and UE service) is implemented between the gNB and the UPF
- New Ymx is defined between the gNB and the NTN terminal
- New Ygw is defined between the NTN Gateway and the 5G CN

The Ygw is typically an IP interface.

### 6.5.3 Considerations on 3GPP procedures implementation in NTN

#### 6.5.3.1 Relaying

The NTN, as an autonomous transport network, supports the transport of the 3GPP procedures but does implement them.

In this section, relaying function / capacity mean transfer function / capacity, for both forward and return directions. For the UE Indirect access, the relaying functions of UE signalling and UE data, starts in the local gNB. They are forwarded to the NTN terminal. UE signalling and UE data are then sent by the NTN terminal on the satellite service link, to the satellite(s) within the space segment, the feeder link and is achieved upon received by the 5G core network, serving the gNB and the UEs.

In the scenario A4, the NTN terminal has relaying capacity for the UEs and the gNB that it serves. The NTN terminal relays the UP and the CP of the UEs, passing through the gNB, and the CP of the gNB. The relaying capacity across the NTN is based on data, signalisation encapsulation over transport technology such as IP, IEEE 802.1 ad/ah.

#### 6.5.3.2 Transport of CP, UP of UE and CP of the local gNB

3GPP tunneling mechanisms on the terrestrial links are used as is for UEs.

The contents of UE Signalling / Data Bearers are transported:

- Into IP flows, that are previously mapped to
- NTN Data Radio Transport Containers (depending on the NTN radio transport technology), over the air and
• Into GTP tunnels, on terrestrial links, from the NTN Terminal, to the 5G Core Network. The use of tunnels reduces the time for routing.

Like for the scenario A2, the UP and the CP of the UEs are transported in the UP of the NTN, with an appropriate CoS (to be defined) of Radio Transport Container, that may be characterized by parameters such as GBR or non GBR, with/without latency objective, if implemented by the NTN.

The CP between the 5G CN and the gNB serving the UEs, is transported by the UP of the NTN: The information / the messages over N2, N3 reference points are transported by the UP of the NTN.

See Appendix A.8 for further information related to the transport of CP, UP of UE and the transport of CP of the gNB, over dedicated protocols layers per scenario.

6.5.3.3 Multiplexing node

Same as for scenario A2.

Furthermore,
• The NTN terminal endorses both roles of multiplexer node for the return direction & de-multiplexer node for the forward direction
• The NTN Gateway (respectively the Feeder Link terminal) endorses both roles of multiplexer node & de-multiplexer node roles, for the return & forward directions

6.5.3.4 Access and Mobility managements

The UEs is moving from a cell to another, relatively to the serving NTN terminal and the gNB. The area where the UE is located is tracked by the local gNB and the 5G CN.

We remind that in this scenario, the UE management (3GPP procedures such as connection, PDU session, mobility, radio resource) does not apply to the NTN terminal.

These procedures can be implemented by other frameworks than the 3GPP.

In the case of Non-GEO satellite, only the NTN terminal may move from a beam to another. There is not any standardized facilities to take into account such mobility event in the 5G system, as UE mobility management does not apply to NTN terminal in this scenario.

6.5.4 Performance considerations

The expected benefits of a coordination between the gNB(s) and the NTN terminal under the control of an orchestrator and the NMS components, in the management plane, are:
• Frequency sharing between the ground segment and the space segment
• Capacity sizing: Allocation of an amount of bandwidth on the satellite link (with a GBR scheme) that provisions the required bandwidth for the set of served UEs.

Note that a local Data Network (DN) may be optionally implemented at NTN terminal side, for local traffic (data plane flows) exchanges.

6.5.5 Potential areas of impact on 3GPP system architecture

Define QoS provided to UE services, for UE that have an NTN indirect access, especially in terms of latency and throughput, based on 5G QoS [7].
Define encapsulation of UE QoS flows into NTN terminal QoS flows, as the NTN terminal endorses a multiplexer role, in terms of QoS rules and QoS flow mapping [7].

Define the NTN Terminal QoS flows mapping to NTN Terminal Radio Transport Containers, in order to transport UE QoS flows and NTN Terminal flows with the appropriate QoS.

Extend timers associated to messages at Ni reference points (i = 1, 2, 3) for UE data, signalling exchanges with the 5G CN, to face longer propagation delay.

The following reference points have been identified. They depend on the radio access technologies used by the NTN. Apart from their name and respective positioning in the 3GPP system architecture, they are outside the 3GPP scope. However, they could be studied outside 3GPP.

Definition of a reference point “Ymx” between the local gNB and the NTN terminal. This reference point conveys:

- Uplink flows related to UE and gNB (both in user and control planes), received by NTN terminal from the local gNB are classified into NTN terminal CoS and mapped to the relevant NTN terminal radio transport containers (data and signalling containers per NTN terminal) by the NTN terminal, in order to transport them to the 5G CN (through the NTN Gateway).
- Downlink flows related to UE and gNB (both in user and control planes), received by the NTN terminal are extracted from the NTN terminal radio transport containers (data and signalling containers per NTN terminal), each associated to a NTN CoS, in order to transport them to the local gNB.
- Each NTN terminal radio transport container is associated to a relevant NTN terminal CoS, for both directions.

Definition of a reference point “Ygw” between the NTN Gateway and the 5G CN. This reference point conveys:

- Downlink flows related to UE and gNB (both in the user and control planes), received by the NTN Gateway from the 5G CN. They are classified into NTN terminal CoS, transported over tunnels to the NTN Gateway over a terrestrial link.
- Uplink flows related to UE and gNB (both in the user and control planes), received by the NTN Gateway. They are encapsulated into NTN terminal radio transport containers (data and signalling containers per NTN terminal) then, extracted by the NTN Gateway, mapped to tunnels and transported to the 5G CN, over a terrestrial link.
- Each NTN terminal radio transport container is associated to a relevant NTN terminal CoS, for both directions.

Mobility management and Paging of the moving UE to take into account specifics of NTN cell mobility & pattern. Mobility management considerations are described in section 6.5.3.4.

Extend the “trusted network” definition to non-3GPP network, according to network operators agreement.

In order to seamlessly integrate the NTN network in the architecture:

- This NTN implements network slicing and/or network partitionning.
These partitions, when provided, are managed as network slices by the Orchestrator interfacing the NMS component of the NTN to do so.

6.6 Scenario A5 - Indirect untrusted access

6.6.1 Principles

This architecture targets an end-to-end system from the UE perspective.

The related architecture is summarized in the Figure 12:

![Figure 12: Scenario A5 – Indirect untrusted access with bent-pipe payload](image)

The figure above entails:

- Data Network
- 5G CN serving UEs and interworking with RANs (gNBs) via a N3IWF proxy
- Untrusted Non-Terrestrial Network that transports encapsulated flows between the 5G core network and the RAN (gNB), including UP and CP of the UE passing through the gNB and CP of the gNB
- NTN terminals (or VSATs) which are NTN terminations
- A security entity, between the RAN and the NTN, that terminates the IPsec tunnels established by the peer N3IWFg proxy (see definition in §3.1)
- RAN serving UEs, which can be 3GPP or non-3GPP defined. In the scenario A5, it is 3GPP defined.
- UE accessing 5G services
- Integrated management systems (Orchestrator / NMS)

The 5G CN may be operated by either the MNO or the NTN operator, depending on business model that is outside the scope of this document.

In the Figure 12, it is assumed that the 3GPP management system of the MNO (typically managing the UE, the gNB and the 5G CN) and the TN management system of the NTN operator, are integrated into a single management entity, depicted as “Orchestrator / NMS” in the figure. An alternative is to consider that they are not integrated but coordinated through dedicated interfaces, when the operators cannot share / merge the management systems, as specified in [26] and shortly described in Appendix “A.12 Coordination with management systems”.

In this scenario, the 5G UE accesses the 5G Core Network via an access technology (3GPP or non-3GPP defined) which is served by an NTN non-3GPP or a mixed 3GPP NTN access network, that is an untrusted by definition of the scenario A5 (see note 1).

Note 1: For the definitions of trusted network and untrusted network, see section 3.1.
Note 2: Another scenario could consist to provide to the UE a non-3GPP access (such as IP over IEEE 802.11) to the NTN terminal. It would be still an Indirect Access type to the 5G CN, across the untrusted NTN. This possible scenario is not studied in this document.

In the scenario A5, like in scenario A4, the NTN terminal is a “VSAT”, and not a “NTN NT UE” since:

- The UE management does not apply to this type of NTN network termination and thus, it cannot take any benefit for itself of 3GPP procedures such as Initial Access, Connection Management, PDU session management, Mobility Management, Radio Resource Management, through NR nor Ni interfaces (such as N1, N2, N3), as specified in [7] and listed in Appendix A.2.
- The Radio Resource allocated to the NTN terminal are managed by the Orchestrator & the NMS, at management plane only. This requires interface to NTN terminal in order to proper operate it.

In this scenario, the 5G network is agnostic of the NTN transport technology and the access type of the NTN terminal may be a 3GPP access or Non-3GPP access.

The main characteristics of the scenario A5 are following:

- The NTN is untrusted from the mobile network operator perspective and
- The UE management does not apply to the NTN terminal
- Regarding the transport of the UP flows and the CP flows (such as N1, N2, N3 messages): The principle is to encapsulate into IP SEC tunnels packets and transport them accross the NTN.

6.6.2 Logical architecture

The logical architecture with a remote gNB is depicted in Figure 13. The messages at Ni reference points to be transported by the NTN are also depicted.

Figure 13: Scenario A5 – Mapping of 5G system reference points onto the NTN

The NTN encompasses:

- NTN terminal (or VSAT) as NTN network termination
- The NTN access network. It is served by the 5G Core Network, in this scenario. The access network includes both the space/aerial segment and the ground segment.
The NTN endorses the roles of an untrusted transport network for UEs and an untrusted NTN access network.

The figure above mainly depicts the control, user planes of the UE. The 5G CN serving the UE and the local RAN (gNB) serving the UE, is depicted in blue color. The control, user planes of the NTN terminal (VSAT) is out of the scope of this document. The creation and release of NTN terminal radio transport containers are implementation dependant and out of 3GPP scope because 3GPP specifies Radio Bearers and not “radio transport containers”.

The NTN supports interfaces to:
- 5G Orchestrator/NMS (Network Management Systems) of the 5G system including the NTN components
- 5G Core Network, serving the UEs and interworking with RANs

In the Scenario A5, like in Scenario A4:
- The NTN terminal endorses the role of multiplexer node.
- The NTN terminal provides an access to the 5G CN, for the local RAN (gNB) and an indirect access for the UEs that are served by the RAN (gNB), via the NTN transport network.
- The NTN transports both UP and CP of UEs passing through the gNB and CP of the gNB. The NTN is considered as untrusted from the MNO perspective, in the scenario A5.
- An Orchestrator manages the resources (routing, computing, cloud in each nodes) of the 5G system virtualized network infrastructure. The orchestrator either directly manages the resource of the NTN network infrastructure or interfaces with the NMS of the NTN transparent network. The resource of the NTN transparent network are not mandatory virtualized. The 5G system supports network slicing of the resources. The NTN transparent network supports either network slicing or network partitionning. Anyway, these partitions, when provided, are managed as network slices by the Orchestrator.

One of the interests of such case is:
- Security procedures deployment against threats coming from the untrusted NTN or whenever the NTN operators and MNO cannot achieve an agreement.

The considered access requires the implementation of an extension of the N3IWF security proxy, in order to conform to transfer information / messages over an untrusted 5G Non-3GPP access network in a secured way, between the 5G CN and the RAN (gNB), instead of 5G CN and UEs only, according to [7]. The N3IWF extended security proxy, defined as N3IWFg in this document, interworks with the RAN (gNB) serving the UEs.

5G Interfaces (reference points) are implemented with the following logic:
- NR (for UE service) is implemented in the local RAN, between the UE and the RAN (gNB)
- N1 (for UE service) is implemented between the considered UE and the AMF. The N1 messages are transported into secured transport containers, as NWg traffic
- N2 (for RAN & UE service) is implemented between the gNB and the AMF. The N2 messages are transported into secured transport containers, as NWg traffic
- N3 (for RAN and UE service) is implemented between the gNB and the UPF. The N3 messages are transported into secured transport containers, as NWg traffic
- New Yg1 is defined between the security gateway connected to the gNB and the NTN terminal
- New Yg2 is defined between the NTN Gateway and the N3IWFg that extends the N3IWF security proxy, in the 5G CN (see section 6.6.5)

The Yg2 is typically an IP interface or is IEEE 802.1 ad/ah interface based.
6.6.3 Considerations on 3GPP procedures implementation in NTN

6.6.3.1 Relaying

Same as for scenario A4.

6.6.3.2 Transport of CP, UP of UE and CP of the local gNB

Support of IPsec tunnel(s) establishment between each gNB and the 5G CN: The N3IWFg terminates the IKEv2/IPsec protocols with the gNB over NWg reference point and transports in a secured way the information over N1, N2, N3 interfaces.

3GPP tunneling mechanisms on the terrestrial links are used as is for UEs.

The contents of UE Signalling / Data Bearers are transported:

- Into IPsec tunnel between the security entity and the extended security proxy N3IWF, named N3IWFg, and
- Into NTN Data Radio Transport Containers (depending on the NTN radio transport technology), over the air and
- Into GTP tunnels, on terrestrial links, between the N3IWFg and the NF of the 5G Core Network. The use of tunnels reduces the time for routing.

Like for the scenario A2, the UP and the CP of the UEs are transported in the UP of the NTN, with an appropriate CoS (to be defined) of Radio Transport Container, that may be characterized by parameters such as GBR or non GBR, with/without latency objective, if implemented by the NTN. The DSCP is used in the IPsec outer header. Otherwise, no IP packet processing per CoS could be done.

The CP between the 5G CN and the gNB serving the UEs, is transported by the UP of the NTN: The information / the messages over N2, N3 reference points are transported by the UP of the NTN.

See Appendix A.8 for further information related to the transport of CP, UP of UE and the transport of CP of the gNB, over dedicated protocols layers per scenario.

6.6.3.3 Multiplexing node

The NTN terminal endorses both roles of multiplexer node for the return direction & de-multiplexer node for the forward direction. A security entity, named security gateway, between the NTN terminal and the gNB is implemented, in order to extract the information encapsulated in IPsec tunnel(s) by the peer N3IWF security proxy. The interface between the NTN terminal and the gNB is not direct but passes through this security entity.

The NTN Gateway (respectively the Feeder Link terminal) endorses both roles of multiplexer node & de-multiplexer node roles, for the return & forward directions. The N3IWF security proxy is implemented at the interface between the Gateway and the 5G CN.

6.6.3.4 Access and Mobility managements

The UEs is moving from a cell to another, relatively to the serving NTN terminal and the gNB. The area where the UE is located is tracked by the local gNB and the 5G CN.
The UE management (such as connection, PDU session, mobility, radio resource) applies to the UEs but not to the NTN terminal.
In the case of Non-GEO satellite, only the NTN terminal may move from a beam to another. There is not any standardized facilities to take into account such mobility event in the 5G system, as UE mobility management does not apply to NTN terminal in this scenario.

6.6.4 Performance considerations
Same as for scenario A4.

6.6.5 Potential areas of impact on 3GPP system architecture
Define QoS provided to UE services for UE that have NTN indirect access, especially in terms of latency and throughput, based on 5G QoS [7].

Extend timers associated to messages at Ni reference points (i = 1, 2, 3) for UE data, signalling exchanges with the 5G CN, to face longer propagation delay.

In order to enable N3IWF and RAN (gNB) interworking, the following requirements have been identified:

Extend the functionality of the N3IWF security proxy. The extended N3IWF, named “N3IWFg” and in case of Indirect untrusted access, includes the following:
1. Support of IPsec tunnel establishment with the security gateway connected to the local gNB: The N3IWFg terminates the IKEv2/IPsec protocols with the security gateway connected to the gNB over NWg reference point and transports in a secured way the information over N1, N2, N3 interfaces. For example, for UE service, it relays over N2 the information needed to authenticate the UE and authorize its access to the 5G Core Network.
2. Termination & Relay (see #4, #7, #8 bullets below ) of N2 and N3 interfaces to 5G Core Network for control plane and user plane respectively.
3. Relaying uplink and downlink control-plane NAS (N1) signalling between the UE and AMF.
4. Handling of N2 signalling from SMF (relayed by AMF) related to PDU Sessions and QoS.
5. Establishment of IPsec Security Association (IPsec SA) to support PDU Session traffic.
6. Relaying uplink and downlink user plane packets between the UE and UPF. This involves:
   a. De-capsulation/ encapsulation of packets for IPSec and N3 tunneling
   b. Enforcing QoS corresponding to N3 packet marking, taking into account QoS requirements associated to such marking received over N2
   c. N3 user plane packet marking in the uplink (return direction)
10. Local mobility anchor within untrusted non-3GPP access networks using MOBIKE per IETF RFC 4555 [12].

The security gateway, at NTN terminal side, terminates the IKEv2 / IPsec protocols, and establishes the IPsec Security Association(s), with the peer N3IWFg, for the benefits of the gNB and the UEs that it serves.

Definition of new reference points “Yg1”, “Yg2” and “NWg”.

The following reference points have been identified. They depend on the untrusted access technologies used by the NTN. Apart from their name and respective positioning in the 3GPP system architecture, they are outside the 3GPP scope. However, they could be studied outside 3GPP.
Reference point between the local security gateway connected the **RAN** (**gNB**) and the untrusted access, provided by the **NTN terminal**. A security gateway may be integrated per **gNB** or implemented as a standalone equipment, connected both to the RAN and the NTN terminal.

Reference point between the untrusted access, provided by the NTN **GW**, and the **N3IWFg** for the transport of **NWg** traffic.

Reference point between the security gateway connected the **RAN** (**gNB**) and the **N3IWFg** security proxy, for establishing secure IPsec tunnel(s), so that control-plane and user plane exchanged between each **gNB** and the 5G Core Network is transferred securely over the untrusted NTN access network.

The reference point Yg1, between the local security gateway and the NTN terminal conveys:

- **Uplink flows** related to UE and gNB (both in user and control planes), received by the security gateway (SEC) from the local gNB. Within the security gateway, they are:
  - Mapped to a NTN terminal CoS
  - Encapsulated into IPsec tunnel, keeping the NTN terminal CoS ID in the tunnel header
  - Sent to the NTN terminal

- **Downlink flows** related to UE and gNB (both in user and control planes), received by the NTN terminal. Within the NTN terminal, these flows are:
  - Extracted from NTN terminal radio transport containers (data and signalling containers per NTN terminal), each associated to a NTN terminal CoS
  - Sent to the local security gateway (SEC)

Once received, the security gateway extracts the flows from IPsec tunnel(s), and send them to the local gNB.

The reference point Yg2, between the NTN Gateway and the N3IWFg, conveys:

- **Downlink flows** related to UE and gNB (both in user and control planes), received by the N3IWFg from the 5G CN. Within the N3IWFg security proxy, these flows are:
  - Mapped to a NTN terminal CoS
  - Encapsulated into IPsec tunnel, keeping the NTN terminal CoS ID in the tunnel header
  - Sent to the NTN Gateway (i.e. to the untrusted NTN) over a terrestrial link

Once received, the NTN Gateway encapsulates them into the relevant NTN terminal radio transport containers (data and signalling containers per NTN terminal).

- **Uplink flows** related to UE and gNB (both in user and control planes) received by the NTN Gateway from the NTN terminal. Within the NTN Gateway, these flows are:
  - Extracted from NTN terminal radio transport containers (data and signalling containers per NTN terminal), each associated to a NTN terminal CoS
  - Sent to the N3IWFg security proxy over a terrestrial link

Once received, the N3IWFg extracts the flows from IPsec tunnel(s), in order to:
  - terminate the signalling and generate new signalling to the 5G CN, if needed,
  - transport the signalling and data flows to the 5G CN

Mobility management and Paging of the moving UE to take into account specifics of NTN cell mobility & pattern. Mobility management considerations are described in section 6.6.3.4
In order to seamlessly integrate the NTN transparent network in the architecture, even if it is untrusted:

- This NTN supports either network slicing or network partitioning.
- These partitions, when provided, are managed as network slices by the Orchestrator, interfacing the NMS component of the NTN to do so.
### 7 Comparison of the integration scenarios

The main characteristics of the integration scenarios are summarized hereafter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Scenario A1</th>
<th>Scenario A2</th>
<th>Scenario A3</th>
<th>Scenario A4</th>
<th>Scenario A5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The UE is operated by:</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>MNO</td>
<td>MNO</td>
<td>MNO</td>
<td>MNO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTN Radio Access technology</td>
<td>5G NR</td>
<td>5G NR</td>
<td>Mixed 3GPP NTN access (see note 1)</td>
<td>Any (agnostic about access technology)</td>
<td>Any (agnostic about access technology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTN terminal is operated by:</td>
<td>NTN Operator or MNO</td>
<td>NTN Operator or MNO</td>
<td>NTN Operator or MNO</td>
<td>NTN Operator or MNO</td>
<td>NTN Operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functions to be supported by the NTN terminal</td>
<td>3GPP UE</td>
<td>3GPP UE, Relaying, MUX node, 3GPP Access Point for RAN</td>
<td>3GPP UE, Relaying, MUX node, 3GPP mixed Access Point for RAN</td>
<td>IP / frame Relaying, NTN Access Point for RAN</td>
<td>IP / frame Relaying, NTN Access Point for RAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5G CN is operated by</td>
<td>NTN Operator or MNO</td>
<td>NTN Operator or MNO</td>
<td>NTN Operator or MNO</td>
<td>NTN Operator or MNO</td>
<td>Typically MNO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is UE management applied to NTN terminal?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTN trust ability</td>
<td>Trusted</td>
<td>Trusted</td>
<td>Trusted</td>
<td>Trusted</td>
<td>Untrusted. N3IWFg security proxy and a local security gateway are needed, to establish IPsec tunnel(s) between the 5G CN and the local gNB.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relaying capacity</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>As NTN Relay UE</td>
<td>As NTN Relay UE</td>
<td>As generic packet relay</td>
<td>As generic packet relay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport of: - UP and CP of UEs, - CP of gNB</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>NTN NT UE Radio Bearer, GTP-U Tunnels</td>
<td>NTN NT UE Radio transport containers + GTP-U Tunnels</td>
<td>NTN NT UE Radio transport containers + GTP-U Tunnels</td>
<td>Yes – Any radio containers and Secured IP Tunnels</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
8 Potential areas of impact on 3GPP standards

This section entails a preliminary analysis of the different integration scenarios of satellite on 5G system and their potential areas of impact on 3GPP 5G system specification. It is a summary of the different sections titled “Potential impacts on 3GPP system architecture”, per integration scenario.

All the impacts below that apply to NTN NT UE also apply to the NTN Relay UE when present, as the NTN Relay UE integrates the NTN NT UE.

Note: When stating the “attached UE”, it means the “UE is attached to the gNB that is connected to / served by the NTN NT UE”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme: NTN equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTN terminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTN Relay UE integrating the NTN NT UE function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTN LT gNB or NTN gNB-DU/CU</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 3 NTN equipment**

Note 1: The implementation is out of 3GPP scope.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logical synchronization between the 3GPP system procedures of each NTN terminal and UE</th>
<th>Scenario A1</th>
<th>Scenario A2</th>
<th>Scenario A3</th>
<th>Scenario A4</th>
<th>Scenario A5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mobility management and Paging of the NTN NT UE: few adaptations due to longer delay.</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility management and Paging of moving NTN NT UE and attached moving UE, and interworking between them.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility management and Paging of moving NTN NT UE and attached moving UE, interworking between them.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility management and Paging of UE: few adaptations due to longer delay.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility management and Paging of UE: few adaptations due to longer delay.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roaming of NTN NT UE from one PLMN to another one</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roaming of NTN NT UE and attached UE from one PLMN to another one</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roaming of NTN NT UE and attached UE from one PLMN to another one</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roaming of UE from one PLMN to another one</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4 3GPP system procedures**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference points at GW side</th>
<th>Scenario A1</th>
<th>Scenario A2</th>
<th>Scenario A3</th>
<th>Scenario A4</th>
<th>Scenario A5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mngw between the NTN GW and the NTN LT gNB to specify.</td>
<td>Mngw between the NTN GW and the NTN LT gNB to specify.</td>
<td>Mngw between the NTN GW and the NTN LT gNB to define (see note 1).</td>
<td>Ygw between the NTN GW and the 5G CN to define (see note 2).</td>
<td>Yg2 between the NTN GW and the N3IWFg to define (see note 1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference points at NTN terminal side</td>
<td>Mnx between the local RAN (gNB) and the NTN NT UE to specify.</td>
<td>Mnx between the local RAN (gNB) and the NTN NT UE to define (see</td>
<td>Ymx between the local RAN (gNB) and the NTN terminal to define (see</td>
<td>Yg1 between the local security gateway and the local RAN (gNB) to define</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Theme: new 3GPP Reference points to be defined

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario A1</th>
<th>Scenario A2</th>
<th>Scenario A3</th>
<th>Scenario A4</th>
<th>Scenario A5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>note 1).</td>
<td>note 1).</td>
<td>(see note 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NWg between the security gateway connected the RAN (gNB) and the N3IWFg, for establishing secure tunnel(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possible implementation</td>
<td>For Mngw: The 3GPP F1 interface may be used (see appendix A.4.3)</td>
<td>For Mngw: The 3GPP F1 interface may be used (see appendix A.4.3)</td>
<td>Adapt 5G NR Data Link over Non-3GPP physical and data link layers, both in CP and UP (but it is out of 3GPP scope)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 5 New 3GPP reference points

Note 2: The Ygw is typically an IP interface.

### Theme: Adaptation of security framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario A1</th>
<th>Scenario A2</th>
<th>Scenario A3</th>
<th>Scenario A4</th>
<th>Scenario A5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Extend “trusted network” definition to mixed 3GPP network, according to operators agreement</td>
<td>Extend “trusted network” definition to non-3GPP network, according to operators agreement</td>
<td>Extend N3IWF security proxy: N3IWFg, establishing IPsec tunnel between with the local RAN and relaying signalling from/to RAN.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 6 Security aspects

### Theme: Flows encapsulation and QoS adaptation, timers adaptation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario A1</th>
<th>Scenario A2</th>
<th>Scenario A3</th>
<th>Scenario A4</th>
<th>Scenario A5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flows encapsulation: bearers</td>
<td>Reuse of 3GPP mechanisms</td>
<td>Mapping NTN NT UE QoS flows to NTN</td>
<td>Mapping NTN NT UE QoS flows to</td>
<td>Mapping NTN terminal transport layer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Theme: Flows encapsulation and QoS adaptation, timers adaptation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario A1</th>
<th>Scenario A2</th>
<th>Scenario A3</th>
<th>Scenario A4</th>
<th>Scenario A5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>containers aspects</strong></td>
<td>NR Radio Bearers are implemented at the Service Link to encapsulate NTN NT UE QoS flows. Few adaptations are required for Radio Bearers establishment due to longer delay.</td>
<td>NT UE Radio Bearers (signalling and data): to specify</td>
<td>NTN NT UE Data Radio Transport Containers: to define (see Note 1)</td>
<td>to NTN terminal Radio Transport Containers: to define (see Note 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>QoS rules adaptation</strong></td>
<td>Define QoS provided to services for NTN NT UE</td>
<td>Define QoS provided to services for NTN NT UE and UE</td>
<td>Define QoS provided to services for NTN NT UE (see note 1) and UE</td>
<td>Define QoS provided to services for NTN Terminal (see note 1) and UE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flows encapsulation: QoS aspects</strong></td>
<td>Reuse NR QoS Radio Bearers, with few adaptations in terms of latency objective</td>
<td>QoS rules, UE QoS flows encapsulation into NTN NT UE QoS flows to specify in 3GPP.</td>
<td>QoS rules, UE QoS flows encapsulation into the provided transport PDUs: to define (see note 1)</td>
<td>QoS rules and QoS flows encapsulation into the provided transport PDUs: to define (see note 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Timers extension</strong></td>
<td>Extend Timers associated to messages at Ni reference points (i = 1, 2, 3) for NTN NT UE</td>
<td>Extend Timers associated to messages at Ni reference points (i = 1, 2, 3) for NTN NT UE</td>
<td>Extend Timers associated to messages at Ni reference points (i = 1, 2, 3) for NTN NT UE and UE</td>
<td>Extend Timers associated to messages at Ni reference points (i = 1, 2, 3) for UE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 7 Flows encapsulation and QoS adaptation, timers adaptation**

### Theme: support of network slicing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario A1</th>
<th>Scenario A2</th>
<th>Scenario A3</th>
<th>Scenario A4</th>
<th>Scenario A5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Built-in. Interface with the Orchestrator</strong></td>
<td>Built-in. Interface with the Orchestrator</td>
<td>May be based on network partitioning or network</td>
<td>May be based on network partitioning or network</td>
<td>May be based on network partitioning or network slicing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Theme: support of network slicing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario A1</th>
<th>Scenario A2</th>
<th>Scenario A3</th>
<th>Scenario A4</th>
<th>Scenario A5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>to define</td>
<td>define</td>
<td>slicing. Interface with the Orchestrator to define.</td>
<td>slicing. Interface with the Orchestrator to define.</td>
<td>Interface with the Orchestrator to define.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 8** Support of network slicing

### 9 Recommendations on the way forward

These impacts should be further studied in stage 2 architecture definition context within 3GPP and/or ETSI frameworks.
Appendices

A.1 N3IWF functions and Y1, Y2, NWu reference points

According to [7], in the current Release 15:

Non-3GPP access networks may be connected to the 5G Core Network via a Non-3GPP Interworking Function (N3IWF). The N3IWF interfaces the 5G Core Network CP and UP functions via N2 and N3 interfaces, respectively.

The functionality of N3IWF in case of untrusted non-3GPP access includes the following:

- Support of IPsec tunnel establishment with the UE: The N3IWF terminates the IKEv2/IPsec protocols with the UE over NWu and relays over N2 the information needed to authenticate the UE and authorize its access to the 5G Core Network.
- Termination of N2 and N3 interfaces to 5G Core Network for control plane and user plane respectively.
- Relaying uplink and downlink control-plane NAS (N1) signalling between the UE and AMF.
- Handling of N2 signalling from SMF (relayed by AMF) related to PDU Sessions and QoS.
- Establishment of IPsec Security Association (IPsec SA) to support PDU Session traffic.
- Relaying uplink and downlink user plane packets between the UE and UPF. This involves:
  - De-capsulation/encapsulation of packets for IPsec and N3 tunnelling
  - Enforcing QoS corresponding to N3 packet marking, taking into account QoS requirements associated to such marking received over N2
  - N3 user plane packet marking in the uplink.
- Local mobility anchor within untrusted non-3GPP access networks using MOBIKE per IETF RFC 4555 [57].
- Supporting AMF selection.

In the Non-Roaming architecture, the role of the N3IWF is depicted by the following figure, as defined in Figure 4.2.8.2.1-1 of [7]:

![Non-roaming architecture for 5G Core Network with non-3GPP access](image-url)

Figure 14: Non-roaming architecture for 5G Core Network with non-3GPP access

Ni reference points: see Appendix A2 and [7].
Y1 Reference point between the UE and the non-3GPP access (e.g. WLAN). This depends on the non-3GPP access technology and is outside the 3GPP scope.

Y2 Reference point between the untrusted non-3GPP access and the N3IWF for the transport of NWu traffic.

NWu Reference point between the UE and N3IWF for establishing secure tunnel(s) between the UE and N3IWF so that control-plane and user plane exchanged between the UE and the 5G Core Network are transferred securely over untrusted non-3GPP access.

Both in Non-roaming architecture and Roaming Architecture (see below), and according to 3GPP TS 23.501 [7], Ni Interfaces may be transported over the Untrusted Network. N2, N3 interfaces, as all the so-named NWu traffic between the UE and N3IWF may be transported in a secure IPSec tunnel. [7] specifies that N1 NAS signalling over standalone non-3GPP accesses are protected with the same security mechanism applied for N1 over a 3GPP access.

Figure 15: Home-routed Roaming architecture for 5G Core Network with non-3GPP access - N3IWF in HPLMN and different PLMN in 3GPP access
A.2 Ni Reference Points (alias Ni interfaces)

Ni interfaces are listed in this appendix.

According to [7], the 5G System Architecture contains the following reference points:

N1: Reference point between the UE and the AMF.
N2: Reference point between the (R)AN and the AMF.
N3: Reference point between the (R)AN and the UPF.
N4: Reference point between the SMF and the UPF.
N6: Reference point between the UPF and a Data Network.

NOTE 1: The traffic forwarding details of N6 between a UPF acting as an uplink classifier and a local data network will not be specified in this release.

N9: Reference point between two UPFs.

The following reference points show the interactions that exist between the NF services in the NFs (Network Functions). These reference points are realized by corresponding NF service-based interfaces and by specifying the identified consumer and producer NF service as well as their interaction in order to realize a particular system procedure.

N5: Reference point between the PCF and an AF.
N7: Reference point between the SMF and the PCF.
N24: Reference point between the PCF in the visited network and the PCF in the home network.
N8: Reference point between the UDM and the AMF.
N10: Reference point between the UDM and the SMF.
N11: Reference point between the AMF and the SMF.
N12: Reference point between AMF and AUSF.
N13: Reference point between the UDM and Authentication Server function the AUSF.
N14: Reference point between two AMFs.
N15: Reference point between the PCF and the AMF in case of non-roaming scenario, PCF in the visited network and AMF in case of roaming scenario.
N16: Reference point between two SMFs, (in roaming case between SMF in the visited network and the SMF in the home network).
N17: Reference point between AMF and 5G-EIR.
N18: Reference point between any NF and UDSF.
N22: Reference point between AMF and NSSF.
N27: Reference point between NRF in the visited network and the NRF in the home network.
N31: Reference point between the NSSF in the visited network and the NSSF in the home network.

In addition to the reference points above, there are interfaces/reference point(s) between SMF and the charging system The reference point(s) are not depicted in the architecture illustrations in this specification.

NOTE 2: The functionality of these interface/reference points are defined in 3GPP TS 32.240 [20].

N32: Reference point between SEPP in the visited network and the SEPP in the home network.

NOTE 3: The functionality of N32 reference point is defined in 3GPP TS 33.501 [21].

A.3 Distributed NTN enabled RAN architecture and 3GPP F1 interface principles

A.3.1 Distributed RAN architecture

This section applies to the NTN LT gNB as defined in the scenarios A1, A2 and A3.
It is also applicable to the local gNB architecture, close to the UE, as defined in scenarios A2 to A5

With the development of Cloud based technologies that lowered the cost of computation power, most if not any digital processing tasks in telecom systems can be supported on software running on generic
hardware platforms. This leads to make digital processing more centralized than before. This centralization also affected the 3GPP Radio Access Networks, to follow a “Cloud RAN” architecture. It consists in splitting the base station in a central and a remote (or “distributed”) components (aka. Baseband Unit and Radio Remote Head).

Further, in current satcom trends, the same Cloud RAN concept is targeted for the implementation of large systems (i.e. in VHTS systems) comprising multiple Gateways. Centralizing some functions of the satellite Gateways (e.g. at Datacenters sites) contribute to reduce Total Cost of Ownerships (TCO), and provide more ease for frequent updates, by means of software-based rather than hardware-based management. Figure 17, taken from TS 38.401 [24] shows the overall architecture of the Cloud RAN as specified by 3GPP.

The NTN 5G RAN may be viewed as a set of centralized gNBs (named NTN LT gNBs), or central and distributed ones, respectively gNB-CUs and gNB-DUs (named NTN gNB-CU and NTN gNB-DU).

So far, no interoperable and open solution existed for supporting this splitting (in case for example of different vendors for each component). 5G address this issue through the definition of a higher 3GPP interface and layer called F1 and F1AP. Its specification is found in 3GPP TS 38.470 [15].

Note: Physical and Data link layer technologies remain out of the scope of this specification. Different technologies compete here (such as (e)CPRI, Radio over Ethernet (IEEE P1904.3) or OBSAI).

According to 3GPP TS 38.470 [15], the NTN gNB architecture may be split into a Central Unit, NTN LT gNB-CU, connected to the Core Network and one or several distributed units, NTN LT gNB-DU, closer to the terminal. The NTN LT gNB-CU and the NTN LT gNB-DUs exchanges are supported through F1-C interface for the control plane and F1-U interface for the user plane. The Figure 17 shows the protocol structure.
In the CP, the Transport Network Layer (TNL) is based on IP transport, comprising SCTP on top of IP. In the UP, the TNL is based on IP transport, comprising GTP-U and UDP on top of IP. According to 3GPP TS 38.475 [19], the F1 user plane (F1-U) protocol is located in the User Plane of the Radio Network layer over the F1 interface. The F1AP protocol layer uses services of the Transport Network Layer in order to allow flow control of user data packets transferred over the F1 interface.

In view of integrating NTN in the 5G RAN, there might be opportunities in the business models on the satcom (or HAPS) ground segment through the support of this interface, and this may impact both ground segment vendors and operators.

For instance a 5G NTN RAN could be under the global management and supervision of the MNO, while the specific section from the gNB-DU to the NTN NT UE would be left to the NTN operator.

A.3.2 3GPP F1 interface principles

The F1 UP protocol is used to convey control information related to the user data flow management of bearers. The gNB-DU flow control feedback may support indication of successful transmission towards a UE, or successful delivery to the UE, as defined in TS 38.300 [17].

Each F1 UP protocol instance is associated to one data radio bearer only. When configured, F1 UP protocol instances exist at the gNB-CU and the gNB-DU between which the F1 user data bearers are setup.

According to 3GPP 38.473 [18], F1AP consists of Elementary Procedures (EPs). An Elementary Procedure is a unit of interaction between gNB-CU and gNB-DU. The usage of several F1AP EPs together is specified in stage 2 specifications (e.g., TS 38.470 [15]).

The F1AP layer is mainly in charge of the following procedures:
- F1 Setup / Reset / Error Indication
- gNB-DU / gNB-CU Configuration Update
- UE Context Management procedures:
  - UE Context Setup / Release (gNB-CU initiated)
  - UE Context Modification (gNB-CU initiated), UE Context Modification Required (gNB-DU initiated)
  - UE Context Release Request (gNB-DU initiated)
- DL/UL RRC Messages Transfer

Figure 17: Interface protocol structure on F1-C and F1-U
The purpose of the F1 Setup procedure is to exchange application level data needed for the gNB-DU and the gNB-CU to correctly interoperate on the F1 interface. This procedure is the first F1AP procedure triggered after the TNL association has become operational. The procedure uses non-UE associated signalling.

The purpose of the Reset procedure is to initialise or re-initialise the F1AP UE-related contexts, in the event of a failure in the gNB-CU or gNB-DU. This procedure does not affect the application level configuration data exchanged during, e.g., the F1 Setup procedure.

The Error Indication procedure is initiated by a node in order to report detected errors in one incoming message, provided they cannot be reported by an appropriate failure message.

The purpose of the gNB-DU Configuration Update procedure is to update application level configuration data needed for the gNB-DU and the gNB-CU to interoperate correctly on the F1 interface. This procedure does not affect existing UE-related contexts, if any.

The purpose of the gNB-CU Configuration Update procedure is to update application level configuration data needed for the gNB-DU and gNB-CU to interoperate correctly on the F1 interface. This procedure does not affect existing UE-related contexts, if any.

The purpose of the UE Context management procedure is to establish and release the necessary UE Context over F1. C-RNTI is allocated by gNB-DU during this procedure when UE initially accesses to the gNB.

- The establishment of the F1 UE context is initiated by the gNB-CU and accepted or rejected by the gNB-DU based on admission control criteria (e.g., resource not available).
- The gNB-CU decides to which Bearer each QoS flow are mapped.

The purpose of the DL RRC Message Transfer procedure is to transfer an RRC message as a DL PDCP-PDU to the gNB-DU.

The purpose of the UL RRC Message Transfer procedure is to transfer an RRC message as an UL PDCP-PDU to the gNB-CU.

As defined in 3GPP TS 38.401 [24]:

- **gNB Central Unit (gNB-CU)** is a logical node hosting RRC, SDAP and PDCP protocols of the gNB or RRC and PDCP protocols of the en-gNB that controls the operation of one or more gNB-DUs. The gNB-CU terminates the F1 interface connected with the gNB-DU.

- **gNB Distributed Unit (gNB-DU)** is a logical node hosting RLC, MAC and PHY layers of the gNB or en-gNB, and its operation is partly controlled by gNB-CU. One gNB-DU supports one or multiple cells. One cell is supported by only one gNB-DU. The gNB-DU terminates the F1 interface connected with the gNB-CU.

### A.4 Protocols layers instanciation - Examples

#### A.4.1 Scenario A1, Option 1 - Direct 3GPP access

A.4.1.1 NTN NT UE User plane for a PDU session

This section depicts the protocols stacks from the NTN NT UE user plane perspective.

The 3GPP protocol layers in the user plane, are instanciated according to [7] with a bent-pipe architecture.

**Instantiation on the NTN Radio Interfaces:**

The application layer and the PDU layer (e.g. IP) of the NTN NT UE are transported by the 5G Data Link layers (orange colored) and the NR Layer 1 (physical layer) on the service link and the feeder link. This is applicable for both directions.
**End-to-end instantiation:**
The application layer and the PDU layer (e.g. IP) are transported towards the 5G CN. This is applicable for both directions.

**NTN NT UE Data Radio Bearers, GTP-U tunnels and N9 transport containers mapping:**
As specified in [7]:

- The 5G QoS model is based on QoS Flows. The 5G QoS model supports both QoS Flows that require guaranteed flow bit rate (GBR QoS Flows) and QoS Flows that do not require guaranteed flow bit rate (non-GBR QoS Flows). The 5G QoS model also supports reflective QoS.

- The QoS Flow is the finest granularity of QoS differentiation in the PDU Session. A QoS Flow ID (QFI) is used to identify a QoS Flow in the 5G System. User Plane traffic with the same QFI within a PDU Session receives the same traffic forwarding treatment (e.g. scheduling, admission threshold). The QFI is carried in an encapsulation header on N3 (and N9) i.e. without any changes to the e2e packet header. QFI shall be used for all PDU Session Types. The QFI shall be unique within a PDU Session. The QFI may be dynamically assigned or may be equal to the 5QI (5G QoS Identifier).

- PDU layer: This layer corresponds to the PDU carried between the UE and the DN over the PDU Session. When the PDU Session Type is IPV6, it corresponds to IPv6 packets; When the PDU Session Type is Ethernet, it corresponds to Ethernet frames; etc.

- GPRS Tunnelling Protocol for the user plane (GTP-U): This protocol supports multiplexing traffic of different PDU Sessions (possibly corresponding to different PDU Session Types) by tunnelling user data.
over N3 (i.e. between the 5G-AN node and the UPF) in the backbone network. GTP shall encapsulate all end user PDUs. It provides encapsulation on a per PDU Session level. This layer carries also the marking associated with a QoS Flow defined in clause 5.7.

- 5G Encapsulation (5GUPE): This layer supports multiplexing traffic of different PDU Sessions (possibly corresponding to different PDU Session Types) over N9 (i.e. between different UPF of the 5G CN). It provides encapsulation on a per PDU Session level. This layer carries also the marking associated with a QoS Flow defined in clause “QoS model” of [7].


In this scenario, after classification according to TFTs, the User Data (NTN NT UE QoS flows) are transported by dedicated NTN NT UE Radio Bearers, Data NG-U tunnels (such as GTP-U tunnels) and Data encapsulating containers. This is applicable for both directions. PDUs session are encapsulated within the 5G CN using the most appropriate encapsulation mechanism, depending on the PDU session type, such as IP packet, Ethernet frame.

The classification is processed by SDAP within the NTN NT UE for the uplink direction and by the UPF (P-GW) for the forward direction.

The Figure 20 below depicts the mapping between the Data Radio Bearers, in the RAN, and the end-to-end QoS flows, both in RAN and 5G CN. The Radio Bearers objects are not used anymore in 5G CN, but in RAN. QoS flows are used instead, in 5G CN. For simplification purposes, in this figure:

- QoS flows related to NTN NT UE #1 are implemented but they are almost masked behind its Data Radio Bearers.
- Data Radio Bearers related to NTN NT UE #2 are implemented but they are not depicted. Only its QoS flows are figured.

![Figure 20: Scenario A1 – Option 1 - End-to-end NTN NT UE Data Radio Bearers, GTP-U tunnels and N9 transport containers mapping for Direct 3GPP access, with bent-pipe payload](image)

**NTN NT UE Data Radio Bearers establishment**

The Figure 21, inherited from 3GPP TS 38.300 [17], instanciates an NTN NT UE (instead of UE), an NTN LT gNB (instead of gNB), an NTN 5G RAN (instead of NG-RAN).

For each NTN NT UE, the NTN 5G RAN establishes one or more Data Radio Bearers (DRB) per PDU Session. The NTN 5G RAN maps packets belonging to different PDU sessions to different DRBs. Hence, the NTN 5G RAN establishes at least one default DRB for each PDU Session.
Figure 21: NTN NT UE Data Radio Bearers establishment, according to 3GPP TS 38.300

In the figure above, the NG-U is the interface between a 5G RAN and a 5G core Network. The N3 reference point, between the 5G RAN and the UPF network function is mapped to this NG-U.

A.4.1.2 NTN NT UE Control plane

This section depicts the protocols stacks from the NTN NT UE control plane perspective.

The 3GPP protocol layers in the control plane are instantiated according to [7] and the bent-pipe architecture, which is transparent to 5G upper layers (see the definition), NR Data Link Layers (see the definition).

Instanciation on the NTN Radio Interfaces:

The NAS-SM, NAS-MM, RRC layers are transported by the NR Data Link layers (orange colored) and the NR Layer 1 (physical layer) on the service link and the feeder link. This is applicable for both directions.
End-to-end instanciation:

The NAS-SM, NAS-MM are transported towards the 5G CN. This is applicable for both directions. The RRC and the NG-AP protocols are processed as signalling in the NTN LT gNB serving the NTN NT UE.

NTN NT UE Signalling Radio Bearers and N11 transport containers mapping:

The NTN NT UE radio signalling and connections signalling are transported by dedicated Signalling Radio Bearers and tunnels. This is applicable for both directions. The classification is processed by the NTN NT UE for the uplink direction and by the P-GW for the forward direction.
The Figure 24 below depicts the mapping between the Signalling Radio Bearers, in the RAN, and the end-to-end QoS flows, both in RAN and 5G CN. The Radio Bearers objects are not used anymore in 5G CN, but in RAN. QoS flows are used instead, in 5G CN. For simplification purposes, in this figure:

- QoS flows related to NTN NT UE #1 are implemented but they are almost masked behind its Signalling Radio Bearers.
- Signalling Radio Bearers related to NTN NT UE #2 are implemented but they are not depicted. Only its QoS flows are figured.

![Figure 24: Scenario A1 – Option 1 - NTN NT UE Signalling Radio Bearers and N11 transport containers mapping, for Direct 3GPP Access, with bent-pipe payload](image)

A.4.2 Scenario A2 – Option 1 – Indirect 3GPP Access

A.4.2.1 UE User plane for a PDU session

This section depicts the protocols stacks from the UE user plane perspective. According to [9] principle, the user plane of the scenario A1 (for NTN NT UE) is re-used to transport the UP of the UE.

Justification of the instanciation:

The 3GPP protocol layers in the user plane, are instanciated according to [7], the relaying framework as described in [8] [9] but with Network Function as specified in [7], and the bent-pipe architecture, which is transparent to 5G upper protocol layers, NR Data Link Layers (see the definitions in section 3.1).

**Instantiation on the UE-gNB interfaces and the NTN Radio Interfaces**

The application layer and the PDU layer (e.g. IP) of the UE are transported:

- First, from the UE to the RAN (gNB) over the NR Radio Interface. The RAN (gNB) multiplexes flows coming from the UE.
- Then by the NTN NT UE user plane (as described in Appendix A.4.1.1), from the gNB to the NTN LT gNB, in GTP-U tunnels. The NTN NT UE multiplexes flows coming from the RANs (gNBs), through the Mnx reference point (see below).

The layers at the Mnx reference point between the gNB(s) and the NTN NT UE are not specified. Mnx is defined in section 6.3.5.

NR is the New Radio interface as defined in 3GPP TS series 38 TS.

Note that name of the 4G interfaces are no more used, but 5G ones.
Any technology that supports flows classification into CoS is proposed, in order to multiplex flows with same characteristics and same destination into NTN NT UE Bearers. This is applicable for both directions.

**End-to-end instanciation:**
The application layer and the PDU layer (e.g. IP) of the UE are transported towards the 5G CN. This is applicable for both directions.

**UE Data Radio Bearers, GTP-U tunnels and “transport containers over N9” mapping:**
According to [7], the 5G QoS model is based on QoS Flows. See clause “QoS model” of [7] for further details.
In this scenario, after classification according to TFTs, the User Data (UE QoS flows) are transported by dedicated UE Data Radio Bearers, then multiplexed NTN NT UE Radio Bearer and tunnelled, in the 5G CN. This is applicable for both directions. PDUs session are encapsulated within the 5G CN using the most appropriate encapsulation mechanism, depending on the PDU session type, such as IP packet, Ethernet frame.

The NTN NT UE Data Radio Bearers are established prior to the UE data radio Bearers. NTN NT UE Data Bearers are established according to scenario A1 (see appendix A.4.1.1).

The classification of flows coming/from/to UE is processed:
- by SDAP layer within the UE and then by SDAP within the NTN NT UE, for the uplink direction and
- by the UPF (P-GW) then by the NTN LT gNB as multiplexer node, for the forward direction.

![Figure 27: Scenario A2 – Option 1 - UE Data Radio Bearers, GTP-U tunnels and N9 transport containers mapping, for Indirect 3GPP access, with bent-pipe payload](image)

### A.4.2.2 UE Control plane

This section depicts the protocols stacks from the UE control plane perspective. According to [9] principle, the user plane of the scenario A1 (for NTN NT UE) is re-used to transport the CP of the UE.

The 3GPP protocol layers in the control plane, are instantiated according to [7], the relaying framework as described in [8] [9] but with Network Function as specified in [7], and the bent-pipe architecture, which is transparent to 5G upper layers (see the definition), NR Data Link Layers (see the definition).

### Instanciation on the UE-gNB interfaces and the NTN Radio Interfaces

The NAS-SM and the NAS-MM layers of the UE are transported:
- First, from the UE to the RAN (gNB) over the NR Radio Interface
- Then by the NG-AP layer from the gNB to the NTN LT gNB

The NG-AP layer is transported over SCTP:
- by the NTN NT UE user plane (as described in Appendix A.4.1.1), from the gNB to the NTN LT gNB

For the CP, like for the UP:

The layers at the Mnx interface between the gNB(s) and the NTN NT UE are not specified. Any technology that supports flows classification into CoS is proposed, in order to multiplex flows with same characteristics and same destination into NTN NT UE Bearers.

This is applicable for both directions.
End-to-end instanciation:
The NAS-SM, NAS-MM of the UE and the NG-AP of the gNB are transported towards the 5G CN. This is applicable for both directions.

UE Signalling Radio Bearers, tunnels and N11 transport containers mapping:
After classification, the signalling flows are transported by dedicated UE Signalling Radio Bearers, then multiplexed into NTN NT UE Radio Bearer and tunnelled, in the 5G CN. This is applicable for both directions.
The NTN NT UE Data Radio Bearers are established prior to the UE signalling radio Bearers. NTN NT UE Data Bearers are established according to scenario A1 (see appendix A.4.1.1).

The classification of signalling flows coming from/to UE is processed:
- by the UE and then by SDAP layer within the NTN NT UE, for the uplink direction and
- by the P-GW (UPF) then by the NTN LT gNB as multiplexer node, for the forward direction.

The signalling from/to the gNB is also classified in the NTN NT UE for the return direction (respect. the NTN LT gNB for the forward direction) and multiplexed into NTN NT UE signalling Radio Bearers and tunnelled, in the 5G CN.

The figure above entails:
- Data Network
- 5G CN serving NTN enabled UEs (NTN NT UEs)
• Non-Terrestrial Network that transports UP and CP of the NTN NT UE and CP of the 5G RAN. The NTN encompasses a distributed 5G RAN, named “NTN 5G RAN”, encompassing one or several NTN gNB-CUs and NTN gNB-DUs, each NTN gNB-CU being linked to one or several gateways and serving NTN enabled NT UEs.

• Standalone NTN enabled NT UEs accessing 5G services

The NTN gNB-DU acts as a RRH (Remote Radio Head).

A.4.3.2 NTN NT UE User plane for a PDU session

This section depicts the protocols stacks from the NTN NT UE user plane perspective when:

• The NTN GW hosts an NTN gNB-DU
• The 5G NTN RAN implement (at least) one NTN gNB-CU
• The NTN gNB-DU and the gNB-CU interface via F1 interface (F1-U in the UP), in a distributed gNB architecture approach.

End-to-end instantiation:

Figure 32: Scenario A1 - Option 2 - End-to-end transport of NTN NT UE UP layers, for Direct 3GPP access, with bent-pipe payload and F1 interface

NTN NT UE Data Radio Bearers and tunnels mapping:

Figure 33: Scenario A1 - Option 2 - NTN NT UE Data Radio Bearers and tunnels mapping with bent-pipe payload and F1 interface
A.4.3.3 NTN NT UE Control plane

This section depicts the protocols stacks from the NTN NT UE control plane perspective when:

- The NTN GW hosts an NTN gNB-DU
- The 5G NTN RAN implement (at least) one NTN gNB-CU
- The NTN gNB-DU and the gNB-CU interface via F1 interface (F1-C in the CP), in a distributed gNB architecture approach.

End-to-end instantiation:

Figure 34: Scenario A1 - Option 2 - End-to-end transport of NTN NT UE CP layers for Direct 3GPP access with bent-pipe payload and F1 interface

NTN NT UE Signalling Radio Bearers and tunnels mapping:
A.4.4 Scenario A2, Option 2 – Indirect 3GPP access with distributed NTN enabled gNB, F1 interface between NTN GW and NTN LT gNB

A.4.4.1 Principles

An alternative architecture to scenario A2, with a distributed NTN gNB between a central NTN gNB-CU and a NTN gNB-DU per gateway is depicted in the Figure 36.

The figure above entails:

- Data Network
- 5G CN serving NTN enabled NT UEs (NTN NT UEs) and
- 5G CN serving UEs. These 5G core Networks may be merged, as a subset or all their NF may be implemented in the same VMs.
- Non-Terrestrial Network that transports UP and CP of the UE and CP of the local RAN. The NTN also encompasses a distributed 5G RAN, named “NTN 5G RAN”, encompassing one or several NTN gNB-CUs and NTN gNB-DUs, each NTN gNB-CU being linked to one or several NTN gateways and serving NTN enabled NT UEs.
- NTN enabled NT UEs accessing 5G services and being a component of the relaying mechanism
- A local RAN, which encompasses at least a gNB
- UE accessing 5G services

The NTN gNB-DU acts as a RRH (Remote Radio Head).

The NTN enabled relay UE, when present, may integrate either:

- A gNB and a NTN enabled NT UE or
- A gNB central unit (gNB-CU) and a NTN enabled NT UE (NTN NT UE)

The interest of such distributed gNB architecture is discussed in A3.1 and Appendix A.10. The interface between gNB-DU and gNB-CU is described in Appendix A3.2.

A.4.4.2 UE User plane for a PDU session

It includes the protocol layers architecture as described in appendix A.4.3.2.

The difference between the scenario A2 architecture option 2 remains in the protocol layers at the interface between the NTN gNB-DU, hosted by the NTN GW and the NTN gNB-CU per NTN 5G RAN.
A.4.4.3 UE Control plane

It includes the protocol layers architecture instantiation as described in appendix A.4.3.3. As for the UE user plane, the difference between the scenario A2 architecture option 2 remains in the protocol layers at the interface between the NTN gNB-DU, hosted by the NTN GW and the NTN gNB-CU per NTN 5G RAN.

End-to-end instantiation:

Figure 37: Scenario A2 - Option 2 - End-to-end transport of UE UP layers with bent-pipe payload and F1 interface

Figure 38: Scenario A2 - Option 2 - End-to-end transport of UE CP layers for Indirect 3GPP Access with bent-pipe payload and F1 interface
A.5 Statistical multiplexing gain principle

Generally speaking, several solutions may be used by operators to size a shared link/channel, when a GBR scheme is applicable to the users sharing this link/channel. It needs to analyse the required bandwidth (bit/s) and the amount of associated resource on this link. Some operators may size the links according to an estimated average rate, other ones use an estimated peak rate. The 1st solution may lead to congestion, due to lack of bandwidth, in a contention scheme, and the 2nd one leads to over-sizing the link due to unused but allocated bandwidth.

It has been demonstrated [13] [14] that an aggregate flow, multiplexing single flows according to the equivalent capacity (or equivalent bandwidth) principle, consumes less rate than the sum of the peak rates of its single flows, and moreover, it can aggregate each single flow in an efficient way (according to a configurable blocking factor), avoiding both congestion and reducing the unused bandwidth. The amount of the required resource on the link/channel is therefore, reduced.

Furthermore, when applied to admission control as a threshold to avoid congestion, the equivalent capacity (equivalent bandwidth) may lead to admit and serve more users or in other words, to aggregate single flows for a given link/channel capacity. It is more efficient, for a given capacity.

A.6 Considerations on NTN implementation

As already mentionned, the NTN encompasses the role of a 5G transport network for UEs, a 5G RAN with 3GPP access.

If the NTN operator and the MNO are different, the NTN may encompass the role of Visited PLMN (5G RAN and 5G Core Network) providing the MNO is the Home PLMN, for serving the NTN NT UEs as UEs.

Otherwise, if the NTN operator and the MNO are the same or if they achieve an agreement, they can share the same 5G RAN. When the 5G RAN is shared, it can be distributed between distributed units located near the NTN gateways and a central unit located near the 5G CN (see appendix A.3.1).

A.7 Considerations on protocol layers implementation in the NTN

The following protocol layers may be implemented, both in UP and CP, according to each scenario:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario A1 (for NTN NT UE)</th>
<th>Scenario A2 (for NTN NT UE, otherwise for UE if mentionned)</th>
<th>Scenario A3 (for the NTN NT UE, otherwise for UE if mentionned)</th>
<th>Scenario A4 (for the NTN terminal, otherwise for UE if mentionned)</th>
<th>Scenario A5 (for the NTN terminal, otherwise for UE if mentionned)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control Plane</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRC over NR Data Link layers</td>
<td>For UE: RRC over NR Data Link layers</td>
<td>For UE: RRC over NR Data Link layers</td>
<td>For UE: RRC over NR Data Link layers</td>
<td>For UE: RRC over NR Data Link layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NG-AP over SCTP</td>
<td>For UE: NG-AP over SCTP</td>
<td>For UE: NG-AP over SCTP</td>
<td>For UE: NG-AP over SCTP</td>
<td>For UE: NG-AP over SCTP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCTP over IP</td>
<td>SCTP over IP over NR Data Link layers, over the air</td>
<td>SCTP over IP over Upper NR Data Link layers over Non-3GPP Data Link layers</td>
<td>SCTP over IP over Non-3GPP Data Link layers</td>
<td>SCTP over IP over IPSec tunnel over Non-3GPP Data Link layers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario</td>
<td>NR Data Link layers: PDCP, RLC, MAC</td>
<td>NR Data Link layers: PDCP, RLC, MAC</td>
<td>Upper NR Data Link layers (PDCP, RLC) over Non-3GPP Data Link layers</td>
<td>Non-3GPP Data Link layers over Non-3GPP physical layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario A1 (for NTN NT UE)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario A2 (for NTN NT UE, otherwise for UE if mentioned)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario A3 (for the NTN NT UE, otherwise for UE if mentioned)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario A4 (for the NTN terminal, otherwise for UE if mentioned)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario A5 (for the NTN terminal, otherwise for UE if mentioned)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

User Plane

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>For UE: PDU layer (e.g. IP) over NR Data Link layers</th>
<th>For UE: PDU layer (e.g. IP) over GTP-U/UDP/IP</th>
<th>For UE: PDU layer (e.g. IP) over GTP-U/UDP/IP</th>
<th>For UE: PDU layer (e.g. IP) over GTP-U/UDP/IP</th>
<th>For UE: PDU layer (e.g. IP) over GTP-U/UDP/IP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>For UE: GTP-U over UDP/IP</td>
<td>For UE: GTP-U over UDP/IP</td>
<td>For UE: GTP-U over UDP/IP</td>
<td>For UE: GTP-U over UDP/IP</td>
<td>For UE: GTP-U over UDP/IP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UDP/IP over NR Data Link layers over NR Physical layer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UDP/IP over NR Data Link layers over NR Physical layers</th>
<th>UDP/IP over Upper NR Data Link layers, over Non-3GPP Data Link layers</th>
<th>Between NTN terminal and NTN Gateway: UDP/IP over Non-3GPP Data Link layers</th>
<th>Between NTN terminal and NTN Gateway: UDP/IP over IPsec tunnel over Non-3GPP Data Link layers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UDP/IP over Layer 2 (e.g. Ethernet), in the terrestrial segment</td>
<td>UDP/IP over Layer 2 (e.g. Ethernet), in the terrestrial segment</td>
<td>UDP/IP over Layer 2 (e.g. Ethernet), in the terrestrial segment</td>
<td>UDP/IP over Layer 2 (e.g. Ethernet), within the 5G CN. At Yg1 and Yg2 interfaces: UDP/IP over IPsec tunnels over Layer 2 (e.g. Ethernet).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NR Data Link layers: SDAP, PDCP, RLC, MAC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-3GPP Data Link layers over Non-3GPP physical layer</th>
<th>Non-3GPP Data Link layers over Non-3GPP physical layer</th>
<th>Non-3GPP Data Link layers over Non-3GPP physical layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NR Physical layer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-3GPP Physical layer</th>
<th>Non-3GPP Physical layer</th>
<th>Non-3GPP Physical layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NR Physical layer
A.8 Performance considerations provided by the relaying & multiplexing functions in the NTN NT UE

The NTN NT UE endorses both the roles of a relay, multiplexer node and NTN terminal. The amount of Radio Resources allocated to the NTN NT UE for the benefits of the relayed 5G UEs could be smaller than the amount of Radio Resource allocated to each UE, if they were equipped with satellite connection, in a one to one scheme, as explained in the following.

The NTN NT UE aggregates the traffic from/to multiple local UEs via their gNBs, and linked them to the centralized 5G CN through the satellite link. Such traffic multiplex ensures smoother variations load (i.e. higher predictable load) than a single UE traffic (respectively traffic forwarded by a single gNB), making the satellite radio resource allocation process more efficient, compared to a Direct access scheme. It is more efficient in terms of higher radio resource usage, according to statistical multiplexing gain principle (see appendix A.5) and into lower access delays for user services (see Note 1).

Note 1: The NTN NT UE as NTN terminal, can negotiate the satellite radio resource for all UEs, within a given envelope of resource, when accessing the satellite link and further, if needed. This mechanism may lead to gain in terms of allocated satellite radio resource, for the UEs. The gain in allocated resource will increase as the number of multiplexed UE flows grows and as the UE flows rates are varying [13] [14].

The NTN NT UE will also demand the access to the Core Network via the NTN, initially and furthermore at each NTN NT UE mobility event, making the system access to the satellite link(s) transparent for all the UEs served by the same NTN NT UE and same NTN gateway. But the characteristics of the satellite link could have implications on system procedures [10] in terms of timeouts and logical synchronization between the sequencing of moving NTN NT UE related procedures and the sequencing of UE related procedures, while the UE is attached to the gNB served by the NTN NT UE (respect. while the UE is attached to the NTN Relay UE). Nevertheless, gains in terms of time are expected, as discussed below.

Once the access for NTN NT UE has been established, the UEs will access the system via satellite links that are already set up. The UE Radio Bearers are set up and transferred on NTN NT UE Data Radio Bearer(s) and GTP tunnels that are already established. This mechanism may lead to gain in terms of access response time and transfer delay, for the benefits of UEs, as the numbers of UEs and multiplexed UE flows grow.

A.9 Performance considerations provided by the relaying & multiplexing functions in the VSAT

The VSAT endorses both the roles of relay (at IP level), multiplexer node and satellite / HAPS terminal. The amount of Radio Resources allocated to the VSAT for the benefits of the relayed 5G UEs could be smaller than the amount of Radio Resource allocated to each UE, if they were equipped with satellite connection, in a one to one scheme, as explained in the following.

Unlike the NTN NT UE, the UE access management is not applicable to the VSAT. The VSAT cannot negotiate directly the radio resource with a NTN LT gNB. The radio resource are scheduled at management level, then requested by the Resource Manager to a local agent within the VSAT. Furthermore, the UE mobility management is not applicable to the VSAT. The radio resource cannot be requested to a NTN LT gNB in order to prepare a handover, to prevent from service, connectivity discontinuity. Unlike for the scenario A2, for which there is an opportunity to design a Radio Resource coordination between UE, NTN UE and NTN LT gNB, as discussed in §6.3.4

Nevertheless, the VSAT may provide benefits to the UEs as a multiplexer node, as explained below.

The VSAT aggregates the traffic from/to multiple local UEs via their gNBs, and linked them to the centralized 5G CN through the satellite link. Such traffic multiplex ensures smoother variations load (i.e. higher predictable load) than a single UE traffic (respectively traffic forwarded by a single gNB), making the satellite radio resource allocation process more efficient, compared to a Direct access scheme. It is more
efficient in terms of higher radio resource usage, according to statistical multiplexing gain principle (see appendix A.5) and into lower access delays for user services (see Note 1).

Note 1: The VSAT as NTN terminal, can provision the satellite radio resource for all UEs, within a given envelope of resource, when accessing the satellite link and further, if needed. This mechanism may lead to gain in terms of allocated satellite radio resource, for the UEs. The gain in allocated resource will increase as the number of multiplexed UE flows grows and as the UE flows rates are varying [13] [14].

The VSAT will also demand the access to the Core Network via the NTN, initially making the system access to the satellite link(s) transparent for all the UEs served by the same VSAT and same NTN gateway. But the characteristics of the satellite link could have implications on system procedures in terms of timeouts. Nevertheless, gains in terms of time are expected, as discussed below.

Once the access for VSAT has been established, the UEs may access the system via satellite links that are already set up. The UE Radio Bearers are set up and transferred on NTN NT UE Data Radio Containers(s) in the space segment, depending on the used NTN access technology and GTP tunnels that are already established, in the 5G CN. This mechanism may lead to gain in terms of access response time and transfer delay, for the benefits of UEs, as the numbers of UEs and multiplexed UE flows grow.

### A.10 Latency estimations, per deployment scenario and per scenario A1 architecture option

#### A.10.1 Methodology for latency estimations

Latency range estimations are computed per deployment scenario and scenario A1 architecture option. They are based on hop counts considerations and propagation delays computation per scenario deployment [6].

The hops are counted as following, per scenario A1 architecture option.

**Scenario A1 – Option 1:**
- NTN NT UE – satellite: 1 hop (user link)
- Satellite – gateway: 1 hop (feeder link)
- Gateway - NTN LT gNB: 1 hop (wired link)
- NTN LT gNB - 5G CN: 1 hop (wired link)

**Scenario A1 – Option 2:**
- NTN NT UE – satellite: 1 hop (user link)
- Satellite – gateway: 1 hop (feeder link)
- Gateway - NTN gNB-DU: 1 hop (wired link)
- NTN gNB-DU - NTN gNB-CU: 1 hop (wired link)
- NTN gNB-CU - 5G CN: 1 hop (wired link)

The latency due to one hop between the NTN NT UE and the bent-pipe satellite and the latency between the bent-pipe satellite and the gateway are computed according to 3GPP TR 38.811 [6].

Two elevation angles are considered for the NTN terminal:
- Terminal at the edge of the cell: 10° (leads to longer delay)
- Terminal at NADIR: 90° (leads to shorter delay),

While the elevation angle for the gateway is set to 5°.

The main component of the latency is produced by the space segment, which is much longer than the latency on the ground segment. Nevertheless, the latency component produced by the ground segment is taken into account. It is assumed that within the ground segment, a hop over a wired link between two equipment takes 50ms time.
A.10.2 Latency for GEO deployment scenario

The latency estimations for the GEO scenario deployment, are described below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Indicator</th>
<th>Scenario deployment</th>
<th>Scenario A1 Option 1</th>
<th>Scenario A1 Option 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One-way latency range estimation (ms) between the NTN NT UE and the NTN enabled gNB distributed unit</td>
<td>GEO at 35786 km, NTN terminal at 10°</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>322,374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GEO at 35786 km, NTN terminal at 90° (nadir)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>306,374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-way latency range estimation (ms) between the NTN NT UE and the NTN enabled gNB central unit</td>
<td>GEO at 35786 km, NTN terminal at 10°</td>
<td>322,374</td>
<td>372,374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GEO at 35786 km, NTN terminal at 90° (nadir)</td>
<td>306,374</td>
<td>356,374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-way latency range estimation (ms) between the NTN NT UE and the Core Network.</td>
<td>GEO at 35786 km, NTN terminal at 10°</td>
<td>372,374</td>
<td>422,374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GEO at 35786 km, NTN terminal at 90° (nadir)</td>
<td>356,374</td>
<td>406,374</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9 Latency estimations for the GEO scenario deployment

A.10.3 Latency for MEO at 10 000 km scenario deployment

The latency estimations for the MEO scenario deployment, are described below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Indicator</th>
<th>Scenario deployment</th>
<th>Scenario A1 Option 1</th>
<th>Scenario A1 Option 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One-way latency range estimation (ms) between the NTN NT UE and the NTN enabled gNB distributed unit</td>
<td>MEO at 10000 km, NTN terminal at 10°</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>145,191</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Performance Indicator | Scenario deployment | Scenario Option 1 | Scenario Option 2
---|---|---|---
One-way latency range estimation (ms) between the NTN UT UE and the NTN enabled gNB central unit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Indicator</th>
<th>Scenario deployment</th>
<th>Scenario Option 1</th>
<th>Scenario Option 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One-way latency range estimation (ms) between the NTN NT UE and the Core Network.</td>
<td>MEO at 10000 km</td>
<td>145,191</td>
<td>195,191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NTN terminal at 10°</td>
<td>131,797</td>
<td>181,797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MEO at 10000 km</td>
<td>195,191</td>
<td>245,191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NTN terminal at 90° (nadir)</td>
<td>181,797</td>
<td>231,797</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10 Latency estimations for the MEO scenario deployment

A.10.4 Latency for LEO at 600 km deployment scenarios

The latency estimations for the LEO scenario deployment, are described below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Indicator</th>
<th>Scenario deployment</th>
<th>Scenario Option 1</th>
<th>Scenario Option 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One-way latency range estimation (ms) between the NTN NT UE and the NTN enabled gNB distributed unit</td>
<td>LEO at 600 km</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>64,203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NTN terminal at 10°</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>59,763</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Performance Indicator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Indicator</th>
<th>Scenario deployment</th>
<th>Scenario Option 1</th>
<th>Scenario Option 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One-way latency range estimation (ms) between the NTN NT UE and the NTN enabled gNB central unit</td>
<td>LEO at 600 km</td>
<td>64,203</td>
<td>114,203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NTN terminal at 10°</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEO at 600 km</td>
<td>59,763</td>
<td>109,763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NTN terminal at 90° (nadir)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-way latency range estimation (ms) between the NTN NT UE and the Core Network</td>
<td>LEO at 600 km</td>
<td>114,203</td>
<td>164,203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NTN terminal at 10°,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEO at 600 km</td>
<td>109,763</td>
<td>159,763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NTN terminal at 90° (nadir)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 11 Latency estimations for the LEO scenario deployment**

### A.11 Other performance and dimensioning considerations

Other performance and dimensioning considerations per scenario A1 architecture are discussed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance indicator</th>
<th>Scenario A1 architecture option 1</th>
<th>Scenario A1 architecture option 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3GPP access type of the NTN NT UE (recall)</td>
<td>Direct Access for NTN enabled NT UE and for NTN enabled Relay UE, when implemented. The Access controller serving the NTN NT UE is remote and centralized.</td>
<td>Direct Access for NTN enabled NT UE and for NTN enabled Relay UE, when implemented. The Access controller serving the NTN NT UE is remote and distributed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing of Bandwidth allocated to the NTN NT UE and Sharing of processing capacities</td>
<td>The NTN NT UE has its own user channel on the NR interface, for a given served area and will not to share it with other terminals (once the Data transfer mode is</td>
<td>Same as for option 1 on the NR interface. On the ground segment, these flows are processed by the same NTN gNB-CU, per RAN. The processing capacities of the NTN gNB-CU and its links towards the 5G CN are</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Performance indicator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario A1 architecture option 1</th>
<th>Scenario A1 architecture option 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>established. Nevertheless, the amount of radio resource is shared by all terminals on a given served area. The Access Controller processing capacities are dedicated to the NTN UEs served by same gateway.</td>
<td>shared by the NTN UEs served by all the gateways.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Dimensioning

- A co-located NTN LT gNB is required per hosting gateway.

### CAPEX trends

- Reference model.

  The global CAPEX depends on the nr of NTN gNB, distributed and central units, the nr of gateway to implement. There is no expected gain if only one NTN gNB-DU is implemented. A distributed unit NTN gNB-DU per gateway is less expensive than a centralized NTN LT gNB per gateway. The global cost will decrease as the ratio Nr of NTN gNB-DU vs. Nr of NTN gNB-CU increases.

  When the NTN NT UE interworks with the local gNB, for supporting Indirect UE, its architecture is the same as for option 1. Thus, the same NTN NT UE cost is expected as for option 1.

| Table 12 Other performance and dimensioning considerations |

### A.12 Coordination with management systems

When the NTN management system (acting as a Transport Network) and the 3GPP management system of the MNO (3GPP management system) are not integrated into a single management entity, coordination between 3GPP and Transport Network managements systems is needed.

As depicted in “Figure 4.7.1: Example of coordination between 3GPP and TN management systems” in 3GPP TS 28.530 [26] represented below, an advanced interface between the NTM Management System should be implemented in order to allow some advanced feature such as ensuring the support of End to End QoS, coordinated ressources allocation.
To allow proper functioning of such system, agreement shall be established between the 3GPP management system and the TN management system in order to exchange required information such as flow details and non-usage of encryption around the NTN system.
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